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Preface
The ideas presented in this thesis originate frommy background in inertial measure-
ment. Inmy final year of undergraduate studies, I built a stabiliser for a light-weight
camerawhere one of themost difficult challengeswas to build an actuator fast enough
to correct small vibrations. Upon completing this project and startingmymasters in
biomedical engineering, I attended an introductory lecture onMagnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI). I was immediately interested in translating what I had learnt intoMRI.
The ‘camera’ (MRI scanner) was stationary, but had this ‘magical’ ability to view the
subject from anywhere. This was mechanically simple and the static magnetic field
would be an ideal vector reference. This would enable fast and reliable orientation
estimates independent of the imaging pulse sequence.
ErnestaMeintjes, who gave the introductory lecture, (after some convincing) agreed
to supervise my project and has expertly guidedme ever since. This initial observation
allowedme to develop a working prototype for measuring subject orientation within a
year fromwhenmy coursework had ended. Interfacing this device with the scanner
was then implemented with help frommy co-supervisor, Andre van der Kouwe, during
a research visit to the Anthinoula A.Martinos centre in Boston. Measuring position
while maintaining the advantages of the new orientationmeasurementmethodwas,
however, more challenging andmy project soon evolved from amasters into a doctor-
ate, culminating in this thesis.
This thesis is structured around three independent articles that are preceded by an
introduction that outlines andmotivates this research, and proceeded by a conclusion
that discusses the objectives that were achieved and describes some potential future
developments. I drafted all the articles, sourced the components, conceptualised the
ideas, designed the printed circuit boards, fabricated/soldered all the devices, per-
formed all the experiments and analysed all the data. The co-authors (Ernesta and
Andre) gave scientific and editorial input.
The second chapter was published in the IEEE Transaction inMedical Imaging (TMI)
early in 2017. This publication describes the development of my first prototype and
demonstrates it’s potential application to prospectivemotion correction. I developed
viii
the filter used to combine themeasurements as well as performed all the experiments.
Andre taught me a great deal about sequence development and let me build on an
ethernet client he had previously written to feedback orientation data to the scanner.
Ernesta and Andre helped me in the experimental design used to validate this new
method.
After completing this work I spentmany hours working onmeasuring translation using
fast navigators. In the end these attempts were unsuccessful, but I learnt a great deal
about the formation of theMR signal, multiple receive coils and the gradients. While I
was in Boston, Andre, PaulWighton andDylan Tisdall were working on an approach
that uses pickup coils to measure subject pose. It would take me another year to
realise exactly how complementarymy orientationmeasurement technique is to this
method. The drawbacks of synchronising to the imaging pulse sequence and complex
calibration seemed insurmountable at the time, especially because I was trying to find
an easy-to-use, wireless solution.
The article presented in the third chapter shows how these challenges were overcome
with a novel hybrid device that is capable of wireless synchronisation to the imaging
pulse sequence. This manuscript has been submitted to the IEEE-TMI and is currently
under review.
Themanuscript in the fourth chapter refines this method. For this work I developed a
linear Kalman filter to track system and sensor biases in real time enabling cable free
prospective motion correction of a gradient echo pulse sequence without any scanner
specific calibration. This article presents in vivo data and forms a combined validation
of the ideas developed in the previous two chapters. We plan on submitting this article
to the journal ofMagnetic Resonance inMedicine (MRM) in the near future.
To keep this document short and concise I have excluded detailed descriptions of the
device designs and only included aspects that aren’t obvious to someone trained in
this field. For all filters/algorithms I have drawn flow charts summarising their imple-
mentation, these figures represent the code exactly as it has been implemented on the
embedded devices.
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Abstract
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is remarkable in that it is possible to obtain image
resolutions much smaller than the wavelength of the radiated signal. This is achieved
through the use of specialised gradient coils that linearly manipulate themagnitude
of the magnetic field within the imaging volume. The instantaneous signal received
from the subject represents a periodically varying map based on the duration and
magnitude (moment) of the previously applied gradient fields. Representing an object
as the sum of periodic maps is difficult and as a result many unique gradient moments
are required to form an image. When the subject moves the periodic maps are no
longer coherent and the constructive/destructive interference becomes invalid. The
artefacts are dependent on how andwhenmotion occurred, andmanifest as ghosting,
ringing and blurring of the image. This thesis describes a novel approach tomeasuring
and correcting for motion as the data are acquired. A small device was constructed
that combines observations from amagnetometer (static magnetic field [z]) and an
accelerometer (earth’s gravitational field [y]) with an angular rate sensor to determine
its orientation with respect to the imaging coordinate frame (VectOrient). It was pre-
cise enough to track the subject’s heart beat and breathing and accurate to within one
degree. A gradient field probe was then designed for position encoding. The probe
measured the rate of change of the gradient magnetic fields using threemutually or-
thogonal pickup coils. Assuming linear gradients and usingMaxwell’s equations, with
negligible rates of change of curl and divergence, it was possible to accurately model
the three dimensional vector fields that the gradients produce, eliminating the need
for a laborious manual calibration. Sub-microsecond synchronisation was achieved
by detecting radio frequency pulses in the imaging sequence with a small resonant
circuit. This combined with a 2.4 GHz radio link enabled the probe to be wireless.
Finally, the pickup coil observations were combined with the vector based orientation
estimates and the gradient fieldmodel to achieve efficient multidimensional position,
orientation and inter-gradient-delay encoding with a 880 µs pulse sequence insert.
TheWireless Radio frequency triggered Acquisition Device (WRAD) tracks involun-
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tary and deliberate subject motion, improving image quality without scanner specific
calibration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) offers unique contrasts that enable better insight
into patient disease without the risks associated with ionising radiation. This versa-
tility and safety has allowed researchers to better understand the effects of disease
on the form and function of the human body. This is particularly true for the study
of the human brain whereMRI has better spatial sensitivity than electroencephalog-
raphy (EEG) for the study of function and better soft tissue contrast than computed
tomography (CT) for morphometry. In this research we focus on the measurement
and correction of rigid body headmotion. In all imagingmodalities a change in subject
pose during the exposure/encoding time results in image artefacts. These artefacts
aremore complex inMRI because the image is encoded as amulti-dimensional spec-
trum. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the encoding required to produce
images with sufficient spatial resolution for analysis, takes of the order of minutes.
As a result MRI is vulnerable to motion, causing rescan rates as high as 19.8 % in a
clinical setting [1]. Methods of reducing the prevalence of motion artefacts in MRI
can be generalised into the three complementary categories of preparation, accelera-
tion and correction. Preparation is dependent on how each subject responds to the
MRI scanner environment and is difficult to control. Non subjective methods such
as constricting or sedating the subject are typically avoided (especially in research
settings), because of the associated risks. Accelerating image acquisitions has been
achievedwith advances such a parallel imaging (using receive coil sensitivity profiles
for image encoding), multi-band imaging (acquiringmultiple slices simultaneously) and
multi-contrast imaging (combining multiple sequences into one continuous acquisi-
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tion). Improvements in scanner performance, particularly of the gradient coils and
static magnetic field, have also resulted in notably faster image encoding. This acceler-
ation is however not always used to reduce scan time. Clinicians and scientists often
opt to increase the spatial resolution of image acquisitions resulting in only slightly
shorter acquisition times. With higher spatial resolutions the correction of subject
motion becomes evenmore important because involuntarymotion associatedwith
breathing and cushion relaxation could degrade image quality, and in some cases the
acceleration techniquemakes the image reconstructionmore susceptible tomotion.
Manymethods exist for detecting and correctingmotion, however few havemade an
impact on clinical routine.
1.1.1 Retrospective and Prospectivemotion correction
In clinical MRI one of the most successful techniques for correction motion is PRO-
PELLER [2]. The centre of k-space is oversampled, resulting in a trade-off between
motion robustness and scan time. This method is only applicable to a few 2D imaging
sequences and can fail for strong through-planemotion. Recent work has extended
this idea to 3D by taking advantage of simultaneous multi slice acceleration [3] to
achieve higher effective resolution in a shorter time than a traditional 3D RARE acqui-
sition. Alternatively researchers have proposed interleaving lower resolution acquisi-
tions (navigators) with the imaging pulse sequence. Navigator methods are well suited
to acquisitions with sequence ‘dead-time’ such as themagnetisation prepared rapid
gradient echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence, where 3D FatNavs (2mm, isotropic, 1152
ms) have been used to create exceptionally high quality images at 7 T by detecting and
correcting the small involuntary drift of well trained subjects without increasing scan
time [4]. In thesemethods the images are corrected retrospectively (after the image
was acquired) and as a result have very little impact on the imaging pipeline. The origi-
nal andmotion corrected images are available, which is important for clinical imaging
(this guarantees that image quality is never degraded). In prospectivemotion correc-
tion the imaging pulse sequence is updated in real time to ‘follow’ the subject. Pose
measurements that are fed back to the scanner are treated as the true subject pose,
any variance in themeasurements will irrevocably degrade image quality. Prospective
motion correction does however have advantages over retrospective techniques in
that more severemotion can be corrected for, this is especially important in slab/slice
selective pulse sequenceswheremotion can influence the tissuemagnetisation history.
It is also important in spectroscopywhere the anatomical region fromwhich data are
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collected changes and there is noway to tell, since no images are collected duringMRS.
Also, in measurements where the signals are spatially encoded to achieve some sort of
weighting (such as diffusion) - incorrect weighting of the signal would then cause the
measurements to be erroneous. The signal that would have been achievedwith the
correct weighting cannot be determined by correcting the position retrospectively.
Navigators can be used for prospective motion correction bymeasuring changes in
subject pose (PROMO [5] - 45ms, vNav [6] - 275ms) and the homogenity of the static
magnetic field [7] relative to a reference acquisition. These approaches have limited
temporal resolution because they take relatively long to acquire, however they can
be highly accelerated through parallel imaging techniques by taking advantage of the
shell-like nature of the fat signal from the head (FatNavs) with pulse durations as
short as 6.4 ms reported with collapsed-FatNavs [8]. The sequence dependence of
navigators and their relationship with the tissuemagnetisation does howevermake
predicting their precision challenging. The highly optimised navigator pulse series also
results in rapid changes in the tone of the pulse sequencewhich can be unsettling to
some subjects.
1.1.2 Marker basedmethods
Thework of this thesis falls under the category of marker based techniques. One of
the earliest developments in this field was to construct small RF coils that surround
a sample and perform localisedMR experiments [9]. By determining the precession
frequency of the sample for 3 unique gradient combinations the location of themarker
within the imaging volume could be determined. Tomeasure changes in orientation, 3
markers were rigidly constrained relative to each other and a least squares fit is used
to determine the rotation between states [10]. This affects theminimum size of the
apparatus the subjectmustwear. Althoughwirelessmarkers have been developed [11]
that magnetically couple to the receive coils, an independent RF transmit is important
for realising sequence independence [12], which requires cables in the scanner bore
and the associated risks. Low-cost wireless markers can be tracked using optical
methods [13] that are sequence independent, with recent developments showing
marker-less motion tracking. Introducing a camera into the MR environment does
however pose significant hardware design challenges such as cross-calibration and
line-of-sight.
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1.1.3 The research gap
Existing approaches that use external hardware allow for exceptionally precise and
accurate subject pose measurement at temporal resolutions typically not possible
using navigator based methods, however this often comes at the cost of increased
complexity that does not translate well into a clinical setting. The need for high preci-
sion is important to ensure the data feedback to the scanner does not degrade image
quality [14]. On the other hand, subject motion is small in the confined space of a
receive coil, and as a result the accuracy of themeasurements is less important [15]
and could be traded for ease of use. We therefore identified the need for a single
wireless marker that can be placed anywhere on the subject and used immediately,
to precisely determine subject pose, without calibration. If motion correction is not
required the scanner should be returned to its original state easily, themarker should
therefore be a ‘stand-alone’ marker that does not require any connections to theMRI
scanner hardware or external data acquisition device.
To achieve this we proposed a battery poweredmarker that uses vector observations
of the exceptionally stable static magnetic and earth’s gravitational fields to determine
orientation to high precision independently of the pulse sequence. Although deter-
mining position with gradient field spatial encoding would require no scanner specific
calibration, measuring the superposition of the gradient fields on the static magnetic
field requires exceptionally sensitive sensors/electronics that are challenging tomake
wireless [16]. We therefore measure the rate of change of the gradient fields using
pickup coils. This way the three dimensional gradient encoding is visible, reducing the
pulse diversity required for position encoding (no longer require three unique gradient
combinations). Although existing pickup coil implementations are wired and require
complex calibration [17], we predict that the vector based orientation could enable a
calibration free implementation because analysing the signal is simplified in a known
measurement frame. Interpreting gradient waveforms requires synchronisation to
the pulse sequence time domain, which can be achieved by detecting the RF transmit
pulses in the imaging pulse sequencewith a small resonant circuit. Finally the smart
marker could communicate the measurements out of the scanner bore using a 2.4
GHz radio link that is far from the frequency bands used inMRI allowing for a wireless
implementation.
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1.2 DocumentOverview
This thesis is written in the form of 3 articles (one chapter for each). Although these
articles are written so that they can stand alone, they have a logical flow. The first
chapter is an original published paper that describes vector based orientation tracking
from a single marker. The second article introduces wireless synchronisation and
digitisation of the rate of change of the gradient waveforms. The final article combines
vector based orientation with the gradient slew vector measurements using a linear
fieldmodel and a Kalman filter to enable prospectivemotion correction. Each article
answers its own research questions, where the success of themain ideas aremanda-
tory to proceed to the next question (article). The logical flow therefore follows as
shown in Figure 1.1.
Can we make a single, wireless marker that can track subject orienta�on and posi�on 
at high frequency without scanner speciﬁc calibra�on?
Could we use the ideas
 behind iner�al 
measurement to 
construct a device 
capable of determining 
it's orienta�on from a 
single point?
Yes, the sta�c magne�c 
ﬁeld and earth's 
gravita�onal ﬁeld provide
 useful (calibra�on-free) 
vectoral references for 
determining orienta�on 
in the imaging frame.
Chapter 2 - A Method for 
Measuring Orienta�on 
using Gravity and 
the Sta�c Magne�c Field.
Can we use the rate of change of the gradient
 ﬁelds for calibra�on free posi�on encoding?
With pulse sequence synchronisa�on we can 
reliably measure the 3 dimensional gradient 
slew vector. How do we interpret it?
First we need a way of synchronising to the 
gradient waveform �ming. Is it possible to 
do this without physical connec�ons to the 
scanner?
Yes, one can use the RF pulses 
in the parent pulse sequence as
 synchronisa�on events.
Chapter 3 - Self-synchronised measurements 
of the rate of change of the gradient ﬁeld.
Since the rate of change of the 
gradient ﬁelds encode posi�on 
and orienta�on in a way that is 
overconstrained, can we 
combine these measurements 
in an intellegent way?
Yes, we can improve measurement 
variance and implement a 3D 
gradient echo pulse sequence 
that is robust to typical pa�ent 
mo�on.
Chapter 4 - Combining observa�ons 
of the �me varying gradient 
and sta�c vector ﬁelds.
Yes, the direc�on of the sta�c magne�c ﬁeld and wireless measurements of the rate of
change of gradients can be used to improve image quality even in conven�onally s�ll subjects.
The idea of using the sta�c magne�c 
ﬁeld to deﬁne the gradient z axis 
allows for the intepreta�on of the 
gradient slew vector in an arbitary 
reference frame.
Fig. 1.1 An overview of each chapter and the core research questions answered in this
work.
1.3 Background
For the following section a notation for rotationmatrixmultiplication, in a right handed
coordinate system, is introduced. A pre-multiplication of a vector (v) in an arbitrary
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frameB by the rotationmatrix ABR therefore transforms the vector into frameA:
A
BR
Bv = Av.
Thegradient coils spatiallymanipulate the frequencyof theMRsignal in threemutually
orthogonal directions. These coils define the basis set of the gradient coordinate
frame (G) that is fixedwith regards to orientation and positionwith an origin that is
commonly referred to as the ISO-centre. The aim of prospectivemotion correction is
A
B
r'
s'
i'
j'
d'c
c'
δ
α
Local frame
r
s
i
jd
Center of (FOV)
Gradient frame
ISO-centre Imaging frame
Fig. 1.2 Coordinate frames andmeasuring a change in subject pose. The change in the
local frame from the start of the scan ij to some arbitrary time point later i0j0 indicates
the FOV needs to undergo a rotation ↵ and translation  .
to move/update the field of view (FOV) so that its moves with the subject so that they
appear as if they were stationary throughout the image acquisition. The orientation
of the FOV is controlled by performing a rotation of the gradient waveform shapes.
The position of the FOV is then selected by introducing linear phase rolls into the
discrete sampling of theMR signal, and a frequency change in the RF pulse for changes
in the slice direction in 2D pulse sequences. InMRI it is therefore logical to express
a change in the (FOV) as a rotation about the iso-centre into a frame that we call the
imaging frame (I), which defines the phase, read and slice directions, followed by a
translation. An implication of this is that if a pure rotation of the FOV is required that
is not centred on the iso-centre, a change in the sampling of the MR signal and RF
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pulse [2D] (position) will be necessary (this is often the case because subjects typically
rotate their heads about the base of their skull). Figure 1.2 introduces these frames
and an additional frame called the local frame L. The local frame is the coordinate
frame of a marker/device that is rigidly attached to the subject. The local frame is
therefore the coordinate frame in which the devices developed in this workmeasure
their respective signals. For now it is assumed that the device canmeasure the position
and orientation of the local coordinate framewith respect to the gradient coordinate
frame (G). When the subject moves the local frame transforms from L (ij) to L0 (i0j0).
The change in orientation (↵) of the local and the imaging frames should be identical to
achieve the correct FOV orientation:
L0
L R =
L0
GR
G
LR =
I0
I R (1.1)
The conjugate of the orientation at the start of the scan GLR(t0) is saved as a reference
and is left hand multiplied by the current orientation of the device L
0
GR(ti) at each
update step to find the change in orientation I
0
I R. This is then applied to the initial
orientation of the field of view IGR selected by the radiographer at the start of the
scan. Calculating the change in translation is slightly more complicated because of
the challenges associated with centres of rotation. At the start of the scan the device
measures a reference position which can be represented by the sum of the location of
the centre of the field of view c plus the location of the device d in the FOV frame:
Gp(t0) =
Gc+ Gd,
which is transformed into the initial imaging frame:
I
GR
Gp(t0) =
Ic+ Id. (1.2)
The device continues tomeasures its location thereafter:
Gp(ti) =
G  + Gc0 + Gd0,
which is rotated into the current imaging frame for each update:
I0
I R
I
GR
Gp(ti) =
I0  +
⇣
I0c0 + I
0
d0
⌘
. (1.3)
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The rigid body constraint means that:
Ic+ Id = I
0
c0 + I
0
d0 (1.4)
One can then solve for the change in the position of the FOV
 
I0 
 
in Eq. 1.3 using Eqns
1.2 and 1.4:
I0  = I
0
I R
I
GR
Gp(ti)  IGRGp(t0), (1.5)
To update the FOV location one simply adds I
0
  to the initial FOV location I
0
c. The
implications of Eq. 1.5 are that errors in the change in orientation of the local frame
would be visible in the position estimates and the absolute position in the gradient
coordinate frame is required to determine the change in position of the FOV. If there
is variance in the orientation it will be amplified by the distance between the device
and the iso-centre, causing a stronger variance of the change in position applied to
the FOV. Stable orientation estimates are therefore very important for the successful
implementation of prospectivemotion correction whenmeasuring changes in subject
position at a location that is not at (far from) the iso-centre.
Chapter 2
AMethod forMeasuringOrientation
using Gravity and the StaticMagnetic
Field.
Abstract
InMRI brain imaging, subject motion limits obtainable image clarity. Due to the hard-
ware layout of an MRI scanner, gradient activations can be used to rapidly detect
position. Orientation, however, is more difficult to detect and is commonly calculated
by comparing the positionmeasurements of multiple spatially constrained points to
a reference dataset. The result is increased size of the apparatus the subject must
wear, which can influence the imaging workflow. In optical based methods marker
attachment sites are limited due to the line of sight requirement between the camera
and marker, and an external reference frame is introduced. To address these chal-
lenges amethod called VectOrient is proposed for orientationmeasurement that is
based on vector observations of gravity and theMRI scanner’s static magnetic field.
A prototype device comprising of an accelerometer, magnetometer and angular rate
sensor shows goodMRI compatibility. Phantom scans of a pineapplewith zero scanner
specific calibration achieve comparable results to a rigid body registration algorithm
with deviations less than 0.8 degrees over 28 degree changes in orientation. Dynamic
performance shows potential for prospectivemotion correction as rapid changes in
orientation (peak 20 degrees per second) can be corrected. The pulse sequence imple-
mented achieves orientation updates with a latency estimated to be less than 12.7 ms,
of which only a small fraction (<1ms) is used for computing orientation from the raw
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sensor signals. The device is capable of quantifying subject respiration and heart rates.
The proposed approach for orientation estimation could help address some limitations
of existingmethods such as orientationmeasurement range, temporal resolution, ease
of use andmarker placement.
2.1 Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is vulnerable to subject motion due to the time
required to acquire the data needed for image reconstruction. The signal is spatially
encoded by manipulating the magnitude of the magnetic field in three orthogonal
directions at different times during the signal acquisition. Typically, the acquisition
needs to be repeated for many different magnetic field gradients as the physical space
within the scanner is encoded in the spatial frequency domain (k-space). Anymotion
that occurs during image acquisition results in the signal beingmapped to incorrect
locations causing ghosting and blurring andmanifest as artefacts in the resulting im-
ages. To further complicate the problem, the magnetic susceptibility of the imaged
region usually varies over ‘material’ boundaries such as tissue-air (sinuses), and tissue-
cerebral spinal fluid (ventricles). As a result motion affects the homogeneity of the
mainmagnetic field, because shimming to correct for these susceptibility changes is
pose specific.
Advances in acquisition technologies now allow for sub-millimetre spatial encoding of
the physical space within theMRI scanner in only a fewminutes. Due to an increase
in required imaging resolutionminutemotion and physiological movements (such as
the cardiac and respiration cycles) play a limiting role in obtainable image clarity even
for healthy subjects whomove very little [18]. Subject motion has therefore become a
critical aspect in high resolution imaging and remains one of the biggest challenges in
difficult to scan populations such as the old and very youngwhere sedation is gener-
ally impractical, expensive and in the case of research not admissible due to ethical
reasons.
Physically, the spatial encoding of themagnetic field within theMRI scanner is fixed
with respect to translation, having a point of zero effect known as the gradient iso-
centre. Any combination of the x, y and z gradients is therefore physically constrained
to a rotation about this single point. Translations in image space are implemented by
imposing phase rolls across the corresponding direction in the k-space representation
of the measured signal. Therefore identical gradient waveforms (except gradients
which select a region in space if slice-selective, but do not play a role in spatial encod-
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ing) will be used to image identical field of views (FOVs) at two different locations
(same orientation) in the MRI scanner. If an object changes orientation within an
MRI scanner and one applies an incorrectly oriented version of the pulse sequence,
magnetisation will be different and contrast will be affected as the relative magnitude
of themagnetic field at each point on the object has changed. Translation is amacro
effect that introduces a bias in the frequency and phase of the net signal received from
the imaged object proportional to the applied gradient vector. Each time a gradient
waveform is played out a constant frequency offset needs to be interpreted correctly
to ensure correct image encoding. Any error in translation between themeasurement
frame and the pulse sequence framewill manifest in a phase roll as each point is sam-
pled in the incorrect reference frame. Incorrect interpretation of how the signal is
received is independent of the gradient waveform shapes andwill therefore have no
effect on themagnitude of theMR signal (in an idealisedMRI scanner).
Retrospective motion correction techniques rely on correcting/adjusting image/k-
space after the data has been collected. Besides effects caused by discretely sampling
the signal such as aliasing, the effects of translation can be corrected retrospectively
if it is known (and the correct spins were excited). Retrospective correction of orien-
tation, even if the motion was tracked perfectly, would still have errors due to spin
history effects and an inconsistently sampled k-space grid [19]. Rapid correction of
orientation is therefore paramount to ensuring stability of themagnitude of the raw
MR signal as the physical formation of the image is directly related to orientation;
rotating k-space rotates the image by the same angle. This has led to the develop-
ment of prospectivemotion correction in whichmotion parameters are tracked and
corrections are applied to the pulse sequence as frequently as possible during the
image acquisition. Prospective motion correction is realised by altering the way in
which the linear combination of the x,y and z gradients contribute to the predefined
waveforms (orientation) of the pulse sequence and the relative frequency at which
the rawMR signal is demodulated (translation) to effectively follow a rigid object as it
moves within theMRI scanner. In the case of neuro-imaging the brain is modelled as
rigid, even though small amplitude (50µm) plastic deformation is present [20].
2.1.1 MeasuringOrientation using Gradient Encoding.
In most cases orientation is measured using the gradient coil system of theMRI scan-
ner. These techniques inherit the co-ordinate frame of the imaging sequence allowing
them to be calibration free. Intuitively one can use the same principles used for image
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acquisition to track orientation in the image domain. Low resolution 3D image acqui-
sitions [7] (vNav) or a series of 3 orthogonal 2D spiral acquisitions [5] (PROMO) are
inserted into the existing pulse sequence. These approaches then co-register subse-
quent lower resolution images to an initial reference image tomeasure the change in
subject pose. The information rich dataset can also be used to correct for changes in
the homogeneity of the scanner’s magnetic field. Thesemethods do, however, have
limited temporal resolution and can fail during rapid motion or completely miss small
periodic motion. Fast k-space navigators [21] overcome some of the temporal reso-
lution limitations of these techniques, at the cost , however, of increased sequence
dependence or the need for reference datasets that can affect the accuracy of motion
measurements. Free induction decay navigators [22] form a useful tool for detecting
motion and have recently been shown to produce sufficient accuracy for prospective
motion correction [42]. Thesemethods are, however, dependent on an accuratemapof
the receive coil sensitivity profiles and training datasets making tracking performance
difficult to predict between subjects andmotion profiles.
External hardware can be introduced to improve the robustness of orientation esti-
mates of k-space navigator approaches, such as activemarkers [11] or inductive coils
[17]. These approaches overcome some of the challenges of measuring orientation in
the frequency domain (k-space) by physically encoding orientation using translation
measurements of multiple points. A linear combination of gradients can only encode
position in one direction at any instant in time. Three different (preferably orthogonal)
gradient pulses can be inserted into the pulse sequence tomeasure the position of one
or multiple points in the gradient co-ordinate frame. To fully constrain the orientation
aminimumof 3 points (activemarkers) or 2 points and the direction of the gradientflux
vector (inductive coils) are required to uniquely define the orientation of the tracked
object. The requirement for 3 unique gradient activations that would not normally be
present in the imaging pulse sequencemeans that motionmeasurement is restricted
as new activations could affect the quality of the resulting image. This is especially
true in Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequences where long uninterrupted echo trains are
required. Gradient tones [23] allow a reduction in pulse sequence impact, however this
comes at the cost of reduced achievable slew rate and still requires multiple markers.
2.1.2 Sequence Independent Approaches.
Sequence independentmethodsmeasuremotion parameters using external hardware,
such as optical motion tracking [13]. Independence of the pulse sequence allows for
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versatile and rapid acquisition of motion parameters. The use of a camera to track an
in-boremarker which has a limitedmeasurement range does however introduce new
challenges such as cameramounting, MR compatibility, marker line-of-sight, lighting
and the introduction of a new reference frame that has to be calibrated to a fixed
camera positionmaking it time consuming to set up [24].
2.1.3 Challenges in OrientationMeasurement.
The pulse sequencemodifications required for gradient basedmethods and increased
complexity of current sequence independent techniques have resulted in prospective
motion correction using external hardware having a limited impact in clinicalMRI even
though it has been proven to be effective. In most current external motion tracking
techniques orientation is not measured directly. Rapid translation measurements
of multiple points are used to encode orientation ([11],[13],[17],[25]). The distance
between each of the points must be kept constant throughout the image acquisition
for comparison to the initial positions to remain valid. To achieve the same precision
for orientation as translationmeasurements these points should enclose the entire
imaging volume, making the apparatus the subject has to wear large. To address
this challenge specialised retrogatemarkers have been implementedwhich spatially
encode orientation on the marker itself usingMoire patterns ([26]). In this method
there is still however a tradeoff between size and precision and restriction of line of
sight makes themarker more vulnerable tomotion relative to the subject.
2.1.4 VectOrient - An alternative approach.
An orientationmeasurement technique requiring just a single marker would comple-
ment existing methods, and could, if combined with a single translationmeasurement,
allow for rigid bodymotion correction from a single point. Knowledge of orientation
greatly reduces the challenges associated with k-space navigator design and could
benefit self-navigated pulse sequences or complement retrospective techniques. We
demonstrate here a vector based approach to orientationmeasurement that does not
require spatially encoding orientation. The device relies onmeasuring the direction of
the static magnetic field and gravity. Themagnetic field vector and gravity are both
observable from any point within the scanner bore which allows one to mount the
marker anywhere on the ‘rigid’ body of interest, in any orientation, because there are
no restrictions onmeasurement range or line-of-sight. The vectors are also both well
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defined relative to the scanner gradient co-ordinate system. The proposed orienta-
tion tracking method is therefore calibration free, to the extent that the scanner’s
construction is accurate, whilst remaining sequence independent.
2.2 Theory
TheMRI environment is unique in that there exists a static magnetic field that is excep-
tionally stable over time. A small Hall effect magnetometer can be used tomeasure
this vector very precisely due to the largemagnitude of the physical field. A single vec-
tor observation, in this case the scanner’s static magnetic field, constrains the sensor’s
orientation relative to any frame in which that vector is known to a single degree of
freedom about the axis of the observed vector. To fully define the sensor’s orientation
relative to the reference frame another measurement that is not parallel/anti-parallel
to the existing observation is required. During anMRI scan, the patient spends the
majority of the time at rest. During these periods the accelerometer gives an esti-
mate of the direction of gravity in the sensor frame. It is important to note that the
accelerometer measures the resultant of the forces acting on a proof mass and not the
total acceleration:
~a =
~Fbody  mproof~g
mproof
Therefore, during periods when the patient is still (Fbody = 0), the accelerometer
measures:
~a =  ~g
Even though the sensor itself is in equilibrium and not accelerating. This fully con-
strains the sensor’s orientation in a reference framewhere both the directions of ~B0
and ~g are known, in fact the problem is now over constrained.
Fig. 2.1 describes a conventional MRI scanner layout in which gravity (~g), which lies
normal to the patient bed, and the static magnetic field ( ~B0), which runs axially along
the scanner bore, are almost perfectly orthogonal to each other. As part of themain
magnet installation as specified by the 3 T Skyra (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) used in
this work, pendulums are used for aligning the scanner YZ plane to gravity.
This justifies two assumptionsmade for the scanner reference frame:
• Gravity lies on the YZ plane of the gradient fields.
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• The staticmagneticfield and the gradient Z-axis are parallel, misalignmentwould
cause gradient torques increasing the scanner noise.
2.2.1 FromVector Observations toOrientation
Based on the assumptions made one can define the following reference matrix H
without any calibration between the sensor and scanner frames:
h¯1 =
~B0 ⇥ ~g
k ~B0 ⇥ ~gk
h¯2 =
~B0 ⇥ h¯1
k ~B0 ⇥ h¯1k
h¯3 =
~B0
k ~B0k
X
Z
Y
y0
z0
x0
~B0
~g
P
Fig. 2.1 Sensor frame (x0y0z0) relative to the scanner co-ordinate frame (XY Z), the
large dotted circles represent theMRI scanner bore. The ground lies parallel to the XZ
plane.
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H =
0B@h¯1h¯2
h¯3
1CA =
0B@1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1CA
One can then form amatrixM from the data obtained from the accelerometer~a and
magnetometer ~mwhich are observations of ~B0 and ~g in the sensor frame:
m¯1 =
~m⇥ ~a
k~m⇥ ~ak
m¯2 =
~m⇥ m¯1
k~m⇥ m¯1k
m¯3 =
~m
k~mk
M =
0B@m¯1m¯2
m¯3
1CA
It follows that in this special case the rotationmatrix representing the rotation from
the scanner frame to the sensor frame is identical to thematrix formedby theobserved
normalised vectors:
M = RH = RI = R (2.1)
The result shows that vector observations can be used to form an orthonormal rota-
tionmatrix representing the orientation of the device in the scanner framewith very
few computations. It also intuitively shows the importance of the orthogonality of the
vectors. As the vectors lie more parallel to each other, the effect of noise on the unit
vectors increases. During periods of motion, measurements of the direction of gravity
using the accelerometer become unreliable due to accelerations of the sensor frame.
These external accelerations are dealt with through a combined approach of con-
straining and filtering. The acceleration estimates are constrained as described above;
notice that m¯2 is formed using the vector cross product rather than just selecting
gravity as the negative Y-axis. The accelerometer measurement now only affects the
orientation about the axis of the static magnetic field. The accelerationmeasurements
are then used to track biases in an angular rate sensor with a slow temporal response
of 10-20 seconds removing the effect of small local accelerations. This is achieved by
implementing a complementary filter that combines angular rate, magnetometer and
accelerationmeasurements.
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2.2.2 Sensor fusion
A Mahony [27] non-linear complementary filter (Fig. 2.2) was selected to fuse the
sensor measurements. The observer proposed assumes an angular rate sensor model
as follows:
⌦a(t) = ⌦r(t) + µ!(t) + !0 (2.2)
Where⌦a(t) is themeasured angular rate and⌦r(t) is the real/corrected angular rate,
which is integrated to give the orientation estimate. The integral feedback of the
filter is expected to track the slow drift in gyro bias (!00 ⇡ !0) and the proportional
feedback compensates for noise and gyro imperfections (µ0!(t) ⇡ µ!(t)). Quaternion
qˆt ⌦ a¯⌦ qˆ⇤t
~ar =
⇣
0,
q
a2x + a
2
y, az
⌘
•
aˆ = (qˆ⇤t ⌦ ~ar ⌦ qˆt)vec
k2
2 (a¯⇥ aˆ)
~B0 = (0, 0, 1)
mˆ =
⇣
qˆ⇤t ⌦ ~B0 ⌦ qˆt
⌘
vec
k1
2 (m¯⇥ mˆ)
+
+
Ki
Z
✏ dt
Kp✏
+ ˙ˆq = 12 qˆt ⌦ ⌦r
Z
˙ˆq dt qˆt+1 =
qt+1
kqt+1k
z 1
Accelerometer (a¯)
Magnetometer (m¯)
Rate Gyro (⌦a)
✏?
✏k
 !00
 µ0!
⌦0r
Explicit Complementary Filter
Compensation Block
Fig. 2.2 Explicit (vector based) complementary filter with angular rate gyro bias com-
pensation. qˆ symbol designates a unit quaternion and⌦ represents quaternionmulti-
plication. All vectors are unit in magnitude and the⇥ symbol represents the vector
cross product. The output of the filter qˆt+1 represents the scanner co-ordinate system
(scs)with respect to the device co-ordinate system (dcs). Primes denote estimates of
the gyro bias (!00) and imperfections (µ
0
!).
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representation of orientationwas selected to allow for amore efficient execution of
the algorithm on an embedded device.
2.2.3 Constraining the gravity error term
Madgwick [28] initially proposed a compensation technique to reduce the observer’s
sensitivity tomagnetic field inhomogeneities in the application of motion tracking in
rehabilitation. Apparent fluctuations in the earth’s magnetic field, caused by nearby
ferrousmaterials, cause drifts in themagnetic field vector which could affect the at-
titude of the output estimate. The error term generated by the magnetometer was
therefore constrained to only affect the heading estimate. In the modified version
proposed (Fig. 2.2, Compensation block), acceleration parallel to the observed ~B0 field
and any slight non-orthogonality between gravity and the static magnetic field are
accounted for, this allows for the assumption of gravity lying on theYZ plane instead
of amore restricted constraint of gravity having to be parallel to the gradientY-axis
(see Fig. 2.1). The formation of the reference acceleration vector (~ar) has the same
effect as the cross product (m¯2) in the formation ofR in Eqn 2.1. By enforcing the
unit constraint on the result one can efficiently calculate the compensated acceler-
ation reference ~ar because only the z-component of the rotated vector is required
(
p
x2 + y2 =
p
12   z2).
Using quaternion algebra:
azr = a¯
x(2qxqz   2qwqy)
+ a¯y(2qyqz + 2qwqx)
+ a¯z(1  2qxqx   2qyqy) (2.3)
Where:
qw,x,y,z are the elements (w scalar andx, y, z vector) of the unit quaternion representing
the current estimate of the orientation.
a¯x,y,z is the accelerationmeasured in the sensor frame.
azr is the z component of the new reference vector that ensures the error term is
parallel to the ~B0 field.
2.2.4 Filter gain selection
The implementation of the proposed observer is unique inMRI in that there exists an
exceptionally stable observation of themagnetic field. Referring to Fig. 2.2 we select
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k1 >> k2. The purpose of the gyro is mainly to improve the orientation estimates
about theMRI scanner’s Z-axis, during periods of motion when a¯ 6= g¯. The purpose
of tracking the gyro imperfections using themagnetometer is that as the orientation
of the sensor frame rotates the Z-axis errors project onto the axes on the orthogonal
plane. This effectwas reportedby [27]where a single vector observationof gravitywas
used to track gyro bias about the heading axis. In the present work themagnetometer
complements the accelerationmeasurements to achieve better performance about
the ~B0 field (Z-axis). The gains k1 2 are selected to be high enough such that the vector
observations are weighted as highly as possible without increasing the uncertainty
in the output over each time step. As a starting point the gain is selected to ensure
convergence of the output and the field vector estimate at amaximum rate:
k1 2 <
⌧ 2!
 2✓
⇥ ts (2.4)
Where:
 2✓(rad
2) is the variance in the direction of the unit vector observations. ⌧!( radps ) is the
gradient of theAllan deviation curve corresponding to the angular randomwalk (ARW)
of the angular rate gyro.
ts is the filter iteration period.
The noise on themagnetometer  2✓ is estimated as being zeromean and axis symmetric
[29] and is calculated over a finite period. A similar process is followed for the selection
of the accelerometer feedback gain. The data used for the variance calculation is taken
from within an MRI scanner while it is active and the sensor is left motionless. It
therefore includes the vibrations caused by eddy current interactions which are not
considered subject motion.
The integral and proportional gains (Ki, Kp) are chosen to add up to 1where the ratio
controls the response of the filter. To prevent integral windup the rate gyro biases and
initial orientation are estimated at the system start. This requires the device to be
held still from 2 until 4 seconds after power up. The initial orientation is estimated
from Eqn. 2.1 and the biases are computed as a running average over the initialisation
period. This step can be skipped and the filter will converge, albeit much slower about
the axis of the static magnetic field (20 s with typical gain settings [k2 = 1.5]).
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2.2.5 SensorModels
In reality the vector observations obtained from the sensors are not ideal, distorting
the measurements from a spherical surface onto an ellipsoid, Fig. 2.3. A two step
calibration of the sensors was implemented based on the following sensor models.
For the accelerometer:
aa = T3⇥3a (a¯k(~g + ~a(t)k+ ~µa) + a0 (2.5)
The affine transformT3⇥3a and offset a0 represent the accelerometer imperfections
and are modeled as being time invariant. These include x,y and z axis misalignment
within the sensor structure, gain variations of the sensor elements and other linear
effects. Un-modeled accelerations ~a(t) are expected to be of a higher frequency than
the randomwalk caused by integrating noise in the angular rate gyro and would there-
fore be eliminated by the low pass effect of the complementary filter.
Themagnetometer is modeled as follows:
ma = T3⇥3m m¯(Bs) + ~µm +m0 (2.6)
 1.5 1.0 0.50.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.0
 0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
 1.0
 0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
Ellipsoid Fit of Magnetometer Data
raw
corrected
Fig. 2.3 Circles are the calibrated data fit to a unit sphere. Notice the scaling of the
uncalibrated (raw) triangles in the vertical axis. This could be expected as the z-axis
sensing element is structurally different to the ones lying on the plane of the integrated
circuit.
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Where,
Bs = k ~B0 + ~Gprs(t)s(x, y, z) + ~B1(t)k
The direction of the superposition of magnetic fields lies very close to the gradient
z-axis. This is because the static magnetic field is many orders of magnitude stronger
than the time varying gradients. The radio frequency pulses, which are orthogonal to
the z-axis, are negligible because of their small magnitude and high frequency. The
magnetometer is slightly more vulnerable to distortion due to hard and soft iron ef-
fects. ThematrixT3⇥3m models these effects alongwith other linear effects similar to
the correction matrix used for the accelerometer. A once-off calibration sequence
is therefore implemented similar to [30]. The individual sensor offsets and transfor-
mations are calculated by fitting a set of data points (preferably evenly distributed)
to an ellipsoid using a constrained least squares algorithm Fig. 2.3. The calibration
matrix thenmaps the fitted ellipsoid onto a unit sphere. The calibrated and scaled unit
vectors form the accelerometer a¯ andmagnetometer m¯ inputs to the observer (Fig.
2.2).
2.3 Materials andMethods
The following section describes the development of the orientation tracking hardware
prototype (Figure 2.4). The computationally light-weight explicit complementary
Plastic Optic Fibre (POF)
Voltage Reg. (MCU)
Voltage Reg. (Sensors)
Magnetometer
Microcontroller
Acc. and Ang. 
Rate sensors (IMU)
Lithium Batery (3.7V)
LED Driver 
(Optic Link)
Fig. 2.4 Prototype hardware. The larger IC in the centre is theMicro-controller. Un-
derneath left is the optical transmitter. Right of theMCU are the sensors.
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filter was implemented on a low power embedded device. A consumer grade inertial
measurement unit (which contains the 3-axis accelerometer and angular rate gyro
sensors) was used in the prototype design allowing for a low cost implementation. The
magnetometer was however amore specialised part as themagnetic field strengths
are far greater in theMRI scanner. Commercial parts are optimised for earth’s field
navigation. The use of the vector (cross-product) to generate the error functionwas
muchmore computationally efficient becauseno formationof anunfilteredorientation
quaternion was required. TheMRI scanner passed both the RF noise and spike quality
assurance tests suppliedwith theMRI scanner (3T, Skyra, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)
while the device was streaming orientation data from within the receive coil. The
device artefacts penetrate approximately 10-15 mm into the image in the gradient
Field Map (Hz) Magnitude Image Abs. Difference
 150 0 150 0 250 500 750 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
 150 0 150 0 250 500 750 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
 150 0 150 0 250 500 750 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
 150 0 150 0 250 500 750 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
Fig. 2.5 From top to bottom rows the device was placed directly against the cylindrical
phantom; 10 mm normal to the top surface; 20 mm normal to the top surface; and
finally imaged without the device present. The gradient echo images (TR 10ms, TE
5ms, voxel size [P 0.7mm, R 0.7mm, S 1mm]) were obtained in a different series of
scans with the same sensor offsets relative to the phantom surface. All difference
images are computed relative to themagnitude image acquired without a device.
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echo pulse sequence implemented as can be seen in Figure 2.5 and therefore only
has a significant effect on the signal strength in the skull/fat signal whenmounted as
shown in Figure 2.6.
2.3.1 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design considerations
A four layer stack was used in the PCB layout. Signal traces on the top layer were
routed to the inner layers as close to the integrated circuit footprints as possible. The
remaining area was filled with a solid copper pour to shield the signals from the high
powermagnetic fields within theMRI scanner. The bottom layer was selected to be
a solid pour with vias connecting the top and bottom layers around the periphery of
the PCB in an attempt tomake a Faraday cage around the signal traces. There was a
trade off between the amount of copper used, which would interact with the gradient
fields causing eddy currents which would vibrate the circuit as can be seen in Fig.
2.7, and the amount of radio frequency (RF) shielding. The 32-bit micro-controller
is clocked at 32MHz from an internal RC (resistor-capacitor) oscillator eliminating
the need for an external quartz crystal. Quartz crystals are generally packaged in
ferro-magnetic materials which can result in large image artefacts. This did however
affect the maximum baud rate achievable over the serial link due to uncertainties
in the oscillation frequency. A hot air solder levelling (HASL) finish was used for the
footprints which is free from nickel (a major source of field interaction). Non-magnetic
capacitors (in small values) and resistors were used where possible. Power supply
filtering was achieved using 10 µF tantalum capacitors in a plastic casing. Integrated
circuits in certain quad flat no-leads (QFN) packages were free of nickel and could
be used for the device’s construction. A single cell, aluminium foil, lithium polymer
battery pack with copper terminals was used to power the device (150mAh) allowing
4 hours of continuous operation.
2.3.2 Plastic Optic Fibre Communication
The prototype uses a plastic fibre optic cable for uni-directional asynchronous serial
communication with a laptop situated in the scanner control room (460800 bps). For
improved performance data were transmitted in binary format of a fixed length. Each
transmission contained 4 32-bit floating point values (qˆ), 9 16-bit integers (a¯, m¯, !¯)
followed by a line-feed (0x0A) and carriage return (0x0D) for a total of 36 bytes. Data
packets were transmitted at 300 packets/s to the laptop. A python thread would
then poll the operating systems serial buffer ensuring nomore than one packet was
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buffered at a time to improve latency. A real-time (60 fps) 3D representation of the
orientation of the device is displayed on the laptopwith data logging capabilities. The
laptop is connected to the local scanner switch (1 Gigabit TCP/IP) allowing the scanner
control computer to query the laptop for the latest orientation estimate. The latency
for the laptop response to a scanner query was found to be less than 1ms based on
the scanner’s µs clock (although this is dependent on the laptop’s state).
2.4 Results
The prototype device was tested to ensure safe and correct operation under scanning
conditions. The alignment of the sensor and scanner co-ordinate frames was eval-
uated using high resolution 3D registrations. The potential for prospective motion
correction (if combined with a translation measurement technique) was evaluated
using controlled changes in orientation without translations. Finally, the application of
the device to physiological motionmeasurement is presented.
2.4.1 MRI compatibility
To simulate a realistic positioning relative to the gradient iso-centre the device was
mounted on a healthy subject’s forehead (Fig. 2.6). All scans involving volunteers were
Fig. 2.6 The sensor wasmounted on the patient’s forehead using double sided tape for
the human physiological data acquired. Due to the small size of the device and small
magnitude of the gradient torques, no abnormal heating (typically⇡ 0.2 C) could be
detected using the embedded (Magnetometer and IMU) temperature sensors. In some
cases the ground plane temperature decreased during scanner operation.
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conducted in accordancewith protocols approved by the Faculty of Health Sciences
Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Cape Town. The data were
collected in real time (300Hz) during a 3D gradient echo pulse sequence. The angu-
lar rate gyro showed a slight bias (+- 4 dps) dependent on the sensor’s orientation
relative to the static magnetic field, however the filter successfully tracks the biases
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Fig. 2.7 Effect of gradient activity on accelerometer and angular ratemeasurements.
Data were logged during anMR acquisition (first 58 s, gradient echo pulse sequence)
and continued after the pulse sequence had ended (roughly last 15 s of the plot).
The relatively high temporal resolution signal, present while the scanner is active,
is periodic and well correlated with the repetition time (TR; 10 ms) of the imaging
pulse sequence. This is most likely caused by eddy current interactions with the static
magnetic field causing vibrations of the scanner bed and/or PCB. Secondary effects
could include diodes in themeasurement circuit rectifying induced currents or field
interactionswith themicro-electromechanical elements. Data displayedwas recorded
while attached to a subject, hence the visible involuntary changes in orientation.
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with no noticeable effects on the output orientation. Interestingly these spurious
biases are largely orthogonal to the static magnetic field and are thereforemitigated
by the high precisionmagnetometer observation. Sufficient resolution of the subject’s
orientation is achieved to view the cardiac and respiration cycles. Referring to the
data shown in the lowest plot of Fig. 2.7 it is evident that the device achieves the best
performance about the axes tracked using themagnetometer. The z-axis shows the
poorest performance due to the noise induced by field interactions even though the
gradient interactions on the accelerometer dominate in the z-direction. This highlights
the importance of the compensation block in the filter (Fig. 2.2).
2.4.2 Measurement Accuracy
To test the validity of the reference frame assumptions made, such as gravity and
the static magnetic field being predefined in the imaging co-ordinate system due
to the scanner’s construction, orientation estimates were fed back to a 3D spoiled
gradient echo pulse sequence (TR 10 ms, TE 8 ms, voxel size [P 0.7 mm, R 0.7 mm,
S 2 mm]) without any scanner specific calibration. The orientation of the imaging
pulse sequence was updated using orientation estimates from the sensor hardware. A
pineapple phantommounted on amechanical ‘wobbler’ was used as the subject. The
centre of rotation of the wobbler was aligned to the gradient iso-centre tominimise
the amount of uncorrected translation. The wobbler allows for controlled changes of
the pineapple’s orientation (+- 15o) about a single axis at a time. The laptop logged the
orientation estimate sent to the scanner control computer for each query. Each data
point therefore corresponds to one TR of the imaging pulse sequence (first column of
Fig. 2.8.)
For eachmovement of the pineapple, 3 images were obtained:
1. An image at the initial orientation.
2. Anorientation ‘corrected’ imagewhere thephantomwasmoved to aneworienta-
tion approximately 8 s into the acquisition. This was done early in the acquisition
to ensuremost of the data were captured in a frame defined by the device, giving
a true representation of sensor frame errors.
3. An image at the final orientation.
To estimate the accuracy of the sensor defined co-ordinate frame the resulting ‘ori-
entation corrected’ images (2) were compared to the result from a widely used 3D
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registration tool ‘mri robust register’ [31]. Firstly, image (3) was registered to image (1).
The registered imagewas then subtracted from image (1) and the absolute value of
the difference at each voxel computed. The resulting difference image is plotted in the
third column of Fig. 2.8 to illustrate themagnitude of registration errors arising from
the rigid body fit. To reduce the impact of uncorrected translations on the difference
image between the sensor corrected image (2) and original image (1), a translation
only registrationwas implemented using the same software tool. Finally, the sensor
corrected difference imagewas obtained by subtracting the (translation only) shifted
image (2) from the initial image (1) (column 2 of Fig. 2.8). The orientation sensor
showed comparable performance to the registration algorithmwith peak differences
occurring in similar locations. These changes are most likely as a result of inhomo-
geneities in the static field, and changes in RF receive sensitivity caused bymotion. In
all cases the registration algorithm converged to well within the recommended limits.
The resulting transforms from the registrations were also compared to the change in
orientationmeasured by the orientation sensing hardware (Table 2.1). Themagnitude
of the angle measured by the hardware was consistently smaller than that of the regis-
tration algorithm (within amaximum difference of 0.8 degrees). The difference in axis
of rotation is a result of misalignment between themeasurement frames. The offset
between the rotation axes was however very consistent over different angles for each
of the controlled rotations and could be corrected by applying the measured devia-
tions. This correctionwas not applied to the data presented here, so as to demonstrate
the performance without scanner-specific calibration. However, this correction could
be used as amethod for real-time calibration when used alongside slower navigated
methods. It was found that the reference frame errors weremostly in the positive x
and negative z axes (both within 2 degrees, in our installation).
Table 2.1 Change in Orientation in the Scanner Frame
Dataset Registration (deg.[axis]) Sensor (deg.[axis])
Test 0 13.56(-0.064,0.110,-0.992) 13.31(-0.062,0.089,-0.994)
Test 1 28.59(0.006,-0.193,0.981) 28.23(0.002,-0.169,0.986)
Test 2 28.46(-0.304,0.359,-0.883) 27.62(-0.315,0.322,-0.893)
Test 3 4.08(-0.018,1.000,0.012) 3.85(-0.051,0.998,-0.022)
Test 4 14.96(0.004,-1.000,-0.011) 14.18(0.033,-0.999,0.032)
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2.4.3 Evaluation of Dynamic Performance
The ability to correct for varying degrees of motion was evaluated with a series of
dynamic scans. The pulse sequence parameters were changed to allow a shorter TR
in this case (TR 7.5 ms, TE 3.76 ms, voxel size [P 0.7 mm, R 0.7 mm, S 4 mm]). The
latency for each orientation update is determined by the pulse sequence repetition
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Fig. 2.8 Comparison of the sensor frame to a high resolution registration. All images
are scaled 0-25% relative to the first uncorrupted image at the initial positions tomore
clearly show subtle differences. The first column shows the change in orientation
applied to the pineapple for each of the 5 tests. Themotion of tests 0-2 were achieved
by hand, hence themore shaky changes.
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time (TR), the period betweendata ready pulse on the sensor pin and data transmission
of the orientation data (tfilt ⇡ 900µs), the laptop response delay (tdelay < 1ms) and the
frequency of the asynchronously transmitted data (300Hz), therefore:
tlatency <
✓
1
300
+ TR + tfilt + tdelay
◆
= 12.7ms.
It is important to note that the dependence on pulse sequence repetition time is
only due to practical limitations of updating the gradient co-ordinate frame once per
readout and ensuring the gradient control buffer does not underflow. The quoted
latency is an estimate of the maximum delay expected. Due to the undetermined
nature of TC/IP, in some cases the delay (tdelay) would be longer than expected. In
order to detect any unexpected delays the pulse sequence would log any instances in
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Fig. 2.9 Evaluation of dynamic performance for the potential application of prospective
motion correction. The change in orientation is plotted relative to the very first scan in
the series presented (top, left). The angular rate gives an indication of the severity of
themotion. Difference images present absolute values from a voxel-wise subtraction
of the stationary and orientation corrected images. In each case the ‘No correction’
image was collected under replicatedmotion, similar in amplitude and timing without
orientation updates applied. In the final row the prospective orientation correction
begins to fail as more blurring artefacts are present. This row does however represent
an exceptional case with 26 changes of⇡10  and 40 changes of 3 -5  over a 50 second
scan.
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which the query for orientation was not serviced in time for the next sequence update,
indicating a latency of greater than 2 TRs (15ms). In the data presented (Figure 2.9)
this only occurred amaximum of 2 times out of the 228⇥ 32 = 7296 lines acquired for
that image. In each case the total acquisition timewas 55 s. The results from least (top)
tomost (bottom) severemotion are presented in Figure 2.9.
2.4.4 In Vivo Involuntary Changes in Orientation
Rawdata in all 3 axes showeda strong correspondence toa4channel electro-cardiogram
(ECG) signal obtained (Fig. 2.10) while a subject laymotionless within theMRI scanner.
High and Bandpass filtering the signal with a zero-phase digital filter allowed for the
separation of ‘cardiac’ and ‘respiration’ signals respectively. The ballisto-cardiographic
noddingmotion detected here could be due to skin motion pulsations from small sub-
cutaneous blood vessels or blood pressure fluctuations in the carotid arteries. Aortic
valve regurgitation can result in a visible headmotion such as Corrigan and deMussets
signs. The nodding pulsations detected could be due to a similar phenomenon at a
much smaller scale in the healthy subjects scanned.
2.5 Discussion
Field interactions with the sensing device are the major contributor to noise in the
orientation estimates and image artefacts (in close proximity to the device). The sensor
PCBand battery size therefore play a significant role in the performance of the orienta-
tion estimates. The initial prototype could be improved by reducing the overall size of
the hardware. The high precision required for prospective motion correction is vulner-
able to non-rigid sensor motion relative to the imaged object. The use of a plastic fibre
optic cable was not ideal for sensor mounting where the stiff cable could mechanically
induce spurious changes in the sensor position. This was however an experimental
layout of the hardware which showed very goodMRI compatibility where a standoff
distance of only 10mmwas sufficient to eliminatemost visible image artefacts (Figure
2.5) in the gradient echo sequence implemented. Alternative communication tech-
niques could include wireless electromagnetic approaches which are well outside the
operating frequency of theMRI scanner or wireless optical techniques. It is important
for the communication protocol to achieve a low latency and high frequency as we
noticed angular rates of change as large as 20 dps during ‘normal’ subjectmotionwhich
would correlate to 0.15 degrees per TR of the gradient echo sequence implemented
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in this paper. In order to achieve sub voxel resolutionmotion correction in structural
scans without rejecting any data, onewould require exceptionally high temporal res-
olution sequence updates. The data streamed from the device includes angular rate
Fig. 2.10 The sensor array is able to pick up a unique patient signaturewhich correlates
well with their pulse and respiration. The data presented abovewas acquired while
theMRI scanner was inactive with themarker attached to the subject’s forehead. A 3
Hz high-pass filter was selected to reduce base line drift from respiratorymotion in
the plot of orientation data representing involuntary cardiac motion.
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and acceleration which could be used to predict the future position/orientation of the
subject for improved performance. There is a strong correlation between the change
in the subject’s head orientation and the translation of the subject in the field of view.
Themajority of the subjectmotion occurswhilst their head remains in contactwith the
cushionwithin theMR receiver coil and can be estimated as rollingmotion. Cardiac
and respiration contribute to pulsatile motion in healthy subjects on the order of 0.14
degrees peak to peak. When imaging the frontal pole that lies approximately 150mm
from the subject’s contact point these signals would correspond to voxel blurring over
an arc length of 0.4 mm for involuntary motion, highlighting the importance of precise
orientation estimation. The high temporal resolution estimates would therefore be
well suited for combining with slower navigator based approaches where the orienta-
tion estimates, patient motionmodel and slower navigator data could be combined for
a complete prospectivemotion correction solution.
2.6 Conclusion
Themethod presented for orientationmeasurement can be set up in an untouched
scanner in a fewminutes with no alterations to the scanner hardware. The technique
usesmostly consumer grade integrated circuit components and as a result implementa-
tion costs were low, less than US$ 1 000 for three completed prototypes as presented
here. Themethod can correct for large changes in orientation at a high temporal reso-
lution (each line of k-space) withminimal impact on the imaging pulse sequence. The
method has shown the potential to detect small periodic changes in orientation such
as the subject’s breathing and pulsewhich could be valuable for gating of imaging pulse
sequences which are susceptible to blood flow or respiration. The calibration free
implementation presented has the potential tomake prospectivemotion correction
using external hardware more relevant to a clinical environment, where measuring
orientation has restrictedmarker placement and size or is reliant on pulse sequence
modifications. The newmethod (VectOrient) implemented in this work was capable of
correcting very rapidmotion, achieving a latency of less than 12.7ms to an accuracy
of within 0.8 degrees over +-15 degree rotations. The precision of the angular rate
sensor and magnetometer allows the quantification of subject pulse. Most of the
latency in the current implementation comes from communication and the sequence
update framework, where processing of the sensor signal contributes to less than a
millisecond of the total delay. VectOrientwould therefore have the potential to ensure
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robust encoding of themagnitude of the rawMR signal even during high angular rates
of change (> 20 dps) if low latency access to the gradient amplifier rotationmatrix was
made available.

Chapter 3
Self-synchronisedmeasurements of the
rate of change of the gradient field.
Abstract
In this work a device is developed that is capable of wireless synchronisation to the
pulse sequence time framewith sub-microsecond precision. This is achieved by detect-
ing radio frequency pulses in the parent pulse sequence using a small resonant circuit.
The device incorporates a 3 axis pickup coil, that is constructed using conventional
printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing techniques, to measure the rate of change
of the gradient waveformswith respect to time. UsingMaxwell’s equations, assuming
negligible rates of change of curl and divergence, a model of the expected gradient
derivative (slew) vector field is presented. The device includes a 3-axis hall effect mag-
netometer that allows for themeasurement of the direction of the staticmagneticfield
in the device coordinate frame. Themagnetometermeasurement is combinedwith the
pickup coil voltages and slew vector fieldmodel to precisely measure the orientation
(0.1 degrees about pickup coil axis) and position (less than 0.1 mm) with a pulse series
lasting880µs. The gradient pulses are designed tobe sinusoidal enabling thedetection
of a phase shift between the time frame of the pickup coil digitisation circuit and the
gradient amplifiers. Signal processing is done by a low powermicro-controller on the
device and the results are transmitted out of the scanner bore using a low latency 2.4
GHz radio link. The device identified an unexpected 40 kHz oscillation relating to the
switching frequency of the gradient amplifiers that is predominantly in the direction
of the static magnetic field. The newRadio frequency triggeredWireless Acquisition
Device (WRAD) enables users to probe the scanner gradient waveformswithminimal
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hardware set-up and shows promise for future developments in prospectivemotion
correction.
3.1 Introduction
Previously authors have described concomitant (Maxwell) gradient fields and the in-
fluence they have on image formation in phase contrastMR [32], non-cartesianMR;
such as spiral acquisitions [33], diffusion tensor imaging [34] and low fieldMR ([35],
[36], [37]). In these studies the influence of orthogonal gradient fields superimposed
on the the static magnetic is of interest as this results in image distortions. In this work
we are concerned with the rate of change of the gradient waveforms with respect
to time (slew). Whenmeasuring the rate of change of themagnetic fields within the
scanner the temporally stationary static magnetic field falls awaymaking the compo-
nent orthogonal to the static magnetic field (which produces concomitant fields) and
conventional gradient slews equally visible. The slew is therefore a vector quantity
which encodes theMRI scanner imaging volume inmore than one spatial direction at a
timewith a single gradient excitation. Theoretically this means that the slew vector
more efficiently encodes position than any frequency based technique that resolves
the gradient fields into a scalar quantity. This information is useful when tracking
subject motion as position and orientation estimates are possible, as is donewith the
Endoscout tracking system [17]. In the Endoscout implementation nomodel is applied
to the data, instead a reference dataset is fitted to the sensor (pickup coil) signals using
aminimisation algorithm. This can result in unpredictable sensor noise and as a result
varying performance based on location in the scanner bore.
Maxwell’s equationsmay be constrained to describe the gradient magnetic fields by
assuming negligible curl and zero divergence within the imaging volume. With respect
to gradient slew the time derivative of the divergence is zero andwe assume negligible
change in curl to develop a similar systemof equations. By combining the gradient slew
vector with a vector observation of the direction of the static magnetic field we show
that a closed form solution to displacement and orientation in the gradient co-ordinate
frame is possible.
The voltage induced across a 3D pickup coil (which is relatively simple to construct)
relates to the slew rate of the gradientwaveforms at that instant in time. The hardware
used to digitise the pickup potential effectively introduces new analogue to digital
(ADC) sampling events defined in the pulse sequence time frame. Preferably the signal
acquisition windows are kept very short (<1ms) to minimise any influence on the par-
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ent (imaging) pulse sequence timing. The device is therefore required to be precisely
synchronised to the imaging pulse sequence to allow correct interpretation of the gra-
dient waveform derivative (slew). For this purposemost modernMRI scanners have
optical synchronisation capabilities allowing external events to be triggered at precise
intervals as specified by the pulse sequence programmer. When introducing external
hardware, which requires physical connections to theMRI scanner, new challenges
arise that can affect the imaging work-flow.
In this work the use of a synchronisation signal from the scanner control computer and
the associated cabling is avoided. Instead the detection of the radio frequency (RF)
pulses of the parent pulse sequence are used as synchronisation events. AWireless
Radio frequency triggeredAnalogue signal acquisitionDevice (WRAD) is developed.
Onemajor advantage of using RF pulses is the ease of portability between different
imaging pulse sequences as theRF pulses conveniently define the contrast of the acqui-
sition. RFpulses are detectedusing awireless resonantmarker tuned to theprecession
frequency of theMRI scanner. A passive detuning circuit ([11]) is modified to charge a
tank capacitor while maintaining effective detuning. In order to communicate the data
acquired by theWRAD out of the scanner, a 2.4 GHz radio link is developed. Real-time
data visualisation of the acquired signals is possible with short high data-rate packet
transfers, avoiding overlap with critical sections of the parent pulse sequence (during
sampling of theMR signal). Themethod is validated by introducing sinusoidal gradient
play-outs into the imaging pulse sequence. The potential induced in a 3D printed
circuit board (PCB) pickup coil is filtered, amplified, sampled (using a 12-bit ADC) and
analysed in real-time using theWRAD’s on-boardmicro-controller. To evaluate the
efficacy of themethod a 3D spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence is modified to play
out 3 sinusoidal pulses, one in each of the gradient axes. The deviation of the phase of
the sinusoidal potential induced across the pickup coil on theWRAD and the gradi-
ent waveform played out in the pulse sequence time domain are compared to allow
real-timemeasurement of timing offsets between theWRAD and pulse sequence time
frames. Once accurate synchronisation is achieved the relationship between position
in the gradient co-ordinate frame and the slew vector is examined.
3.2 Theory
For a well constructed MRI scanner we can assume that the gradients are uniform
within the imaging volume allowing us to describe the spatially varyingmagnetic field
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Fig. 3.1 The gradient coordinate system and the resultantmagnetic field at an arbitrary
point. The bz component of the gradientfields are referred to as conventional gradients
and the orthogonal terms (bx, by) produce the concomitant field. Not drawn to scale.
(b) by the following general equation (Figure 3.1):
b =
@b
@p
p+B0z, (3.1)
where p is the position relative to the iso-centre.
The gradient slew can be represented by the scalar derivative of eqn. 3.1 with respect
to time:
s =
@b˙
@p
p+
@b
@p
p˙ (3.2)
The first term is caused by the flux produced due to gradient slew and the second term
is proportional to the velocity of the pickup coil through themagnetic field produced
by the gradients. Considering the capabilities of amodernMRI scannerwith slew rates
of hundreds of tesla per metre per second and imaging gradient strengths of tens of
milli-tesla per meter ( @b@p ⌧ @b˙@p ) it is reasonable to neglect this term. The first term can
then be re-written inmatrix form:0B@sxsy
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The last row represents the slew parallel to the static magnetic field, a desired re-
sult of the conventional imaging gradients which spatially manipulate the precession
frequency of the spins for image formation. We can then determine which of the
spatially varying slew terms are coupled to ‘imaging’ gradients/slews by considering
Maxwell’s equations. Assuming negligible change in displacement current and true
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current densities results in an expected curl of 0:
r⇥ b˙ = 0,
coupling the following terms:
@b˙x
@z
=
@b˙z
@x
= g˙x,
@b˙y
@z
=
@b˙z
@y
= g˙y,
@b˙x
@y
=
@b˙y
@x
.
Tomanipulate the magnitude of the static magnetic fieldB0 a gradient slew in the z
direction is required. To achieve a field directed along z which spatially varies relative
to position in the x direction (g˙x) a perpendicular gradient slew in the x direction which
spatially varies relative to the z displacement is required. Similarly tomanipulate the
field in the z direction with y spatial encoding (g˙y) a secondary slew in the y direction is
required which spatially varies relative to z displacement. Intuitively these equations
agree with the flux expected from Golay coils used in the construction of the X and
Y gradients. Neither of the terms in the final equation are useful to image encoding,
considering the amount of energy spent on creating the gradient fields it is expected
that the gradient design would attempt to minimise these terms
⇣
@b˙x
@y =
@b˙y
@x ⇡ 0
⌘
as
they would represent misalignment or asymmetry of the gradient axes. To constrain
the remaining termswe incorporate the divergence equation (r · b˙ = 0) giving:
@b˙x
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+
@b˙y
@y
+
@b˙z
@z
= 0
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the MRI scanner we expect that
⇣
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⌘
, it
follows that:
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2
To efficiently encode displacement in the z-direction, a coupled orthogonal slew on the
xy plane is required. Using these constraintswe can nowwrite Equation 3.3 taking into
account the gradient waveforms coupled to those controlled by the pulse sequence
designer:
s = Sp =
0B@ 
g˙z
2 0 g˙x
0   g˙z2 g˙y
g˙x g˙y g˙z
1CA
0B@xy
z
1CA (3.4)
The gradients names (gx, gy, gz), that come from theonedimensional encoding theypro-
duce for image formation, can bemisleading when interpreting themulti-dimensional
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slew vectors they produce. Interestingly the z-gradient simultaneously encodes dis-
placement in all 3 directions. The x, y gradients produce a slew vector lying on the
xz and yz planes respectively. The following spatial encoding vectors, one for each
gradient, are introduced for later developments:
fXZ =
sX
g˙x
=
0B@z0
x
1CA , fY Z = sY
g˙y
=
0B@0z
y
1CA ,
and
fZxy =
sZ
g˙z
=
0B@ x2 y2
z
1CA . (3.5)
Fig. 3.2 The 2.4 GHz dipole antenna is designed to saddle the bridge of the subject’s
nose. The main printed circuit board (PCB) would therefore lie close to the sagittal
plane. This allowsmaximum flux for the 2DRF detection antenna. Themicrocontroller
unit (MCU) and analogue circuitry are also on the sagittal plane tominimise cross sec-
tional area relative to the nearest RF receiver elements. The pickup coil is constructed
from 3 PCB fabricated inductors (Z axis on themain PCB, X and Y on separate PCBs)
each precisely cut with slots to allow them to bemountedmutually orthogonal to each
other, representing the principal axes of theWRAD co-ordinate frame.
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3.3 Methods
The WRAD hardware was designed and fabricated using standard electronic com-
ponents, however care was taken in selecting packages that contain minimal nickel.
The pulse sequence was implemented on a 3 T SkyraMRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany). The device (Figure 3.2) comprises 5 main circuits (excluding the micro-
controller):
• The RF detection circuit for producing synchronisation pulses.
• Theanalogueamplification andfiltering circuit for processing thepickupvoltages
before digitisation.
• Themicro-controller with built in 12-bit analog digital converter for signal pro-
cessing and digital communication with themagnetometer and 2.4 GHz radio.
• Thewireless transmission circuit to communicate results out of theMRI scanner.
• The 3-axis hall effect magnetometer for measuring the direction of the static
magnetic field.
The device was constructed using a 2-layer printed circuit board 0.6mm thick, mea-
suring 40 mm over its largest dimension. The device is powered by a rechargeable
non-magnetic lithium ion battery (250mAh). The device draws approximately 35mA
during operation, allowing 3-4 hours of continuous operationwithout risk of damaging
the battery.
3.3.1 RF detection circuit
Fig. 3.3RFdetection circuit used to rectify high power radio frequencypulses to trigger
ADC events.
A resonant marker (Figure 3.3) comprising a PCB inductor (L) and tuning capacitor
(Crf ) was constructed. The resonant circuit was tuned using a circular loop connected
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to handheld antenna analyser. The sample (red dot) was constructed from a glass
sphere filled with polyethylene glycol (PEG). The high frequency RF signal is rectified
using the diodes (D1 andD2) and charging capacitors (C1 andC2) which are connected
in series, doubling the peak-to-peak AC signal. This configuration is commonly known
as a Delon Doubler. The doubled potential (Vd) then charges the tank capacitor C3
throughR1. As the diodes becomemore conductive the capacitance changes, detuning
the resonant portion of the circuit. R1 controls the charge current of the capacitor
and forms a potential divider withR2. The selection ofR2 controls the discharge rate
ofC3 adjusting the pulse width of the detection pulse. The Zener diode protects the
comparator in case the divided potential (Vc) exceeds the input threshold. A high
speed 12-bit digital to analog converter (DAC) is connected to the negative terminal
of the comparator allowing real-time adjustment of the detection threshold. The
comparator is built into themicrocontroller and has a programmable hysteresis level
(15mV) which, when combinedwith the low pass nature of the charge circuit, avoids
any bouncing of the digital output signal.
3.3.2 Pickup Coil
Fig. 3.4 Pickup coil amplification and analogue filter circuit for a single axis.
The pickup coil circuit (Figure 3.4) was designed with 18 turns, 9 on each side of
the PCB. An active analogue low pass filter (LPF, 3 pole Butterworth) with a cut-off
frequency of 32 kHz is applied to the signal before sampling at 200 kHz. TheWRAD
ADC sample frequencywas chosen to align to the gradient raster timing of the scanner.
Two ADC samples on theWRAD correspond to one time step in theMRI scanner’s
gradient raster time frame (10 µs, for our system) so thatNWRAD = 2NGRT. The first
pole placed before the instrumentation amplifier (AMP) is used to eliminate any high
frequency signals, such as RF, before amplification. The instrumentation amplifier has
a programmable gain setting (k) of 1 - 128 in powers of 2.
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Flux to induced voltage The design presented in Figure 3.2 represents one of 3
mutually orthogonal planar pickup coils, each measuring the magnitude of the flux
normal to its surface (x, y, z). These combined form a 3D slew sensor. The electric field
(e) induced in a conductor with a time varying field can be described as:I
@⌃
e · d` =   d
dt
ZZ
⌃
(b+B0z) · da,
which for the case of a planar conductor with unit normaln, which is wound in a left
handed fashion, results in the induced voltage:
v =  a
✓
Sp · n+ [b(p) + B0z] · @n
@t
◆
, (3.6)
where a is a constant scaling factor that relates to the geometric properties of the
pickup coil and incorporates the instrumentation amplifier gain (k). The second term is
as a result of angular rate of change (!) of the pickup coil in the static magnetic field:
@n
@t
= [!]⇥n, (3.7)
where the [·]⇥ operator converts a vector into a 3 by 3 skewmatrix representing the
vector cross product.
In this case the static magnetic field is not negligible and the induced voltage could
affect results, however the gradient pulses used to induce the potential are generally
very short (160 µs, in this work). The expected change in angular rate of change over
such a short period is expected to be negligible so that this term can be treated as a
small constant offset that can be eliminated or separated for measurement (if a useful
2 axis angular rate sensor is desired).
3.3.3 Pulse Sequence Design
A pulse sequence with sinusoidal waveforms played out in each gradient axis was
designed for pickup coil excitation (Figure 3.5). With a gradient raster time of 10 µs,
one revolution/period (at 6.25 kHz) of the gradient excitation has a duration of 16
samples. Thewaveform design ensures perfect symmetry of the discrete waveform
with 4 samples for each quarter rotation. An extra quarter rotation before and after
each readout window (RX, RY, RZ) ensures the waveform remains sinusoidal if there is
an offset between theWRAD sample time and theMRI scanner gradient raster time
(40 µs, non-hatched regions Figure 3.5). The initial and final ramp (quarter rotation) of
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Fig. 3.5 Sinusoidal gradient waveforms lasting a total of 880 µs with highlighted ADC
acquisition windows. The hatched regions show the desired ADC timing and the outer
bounded regions themaximum allowable timing offset in which thewaveforms remain
sinusoidal, effectively forming a buffer for any offset between theWRAD and gradient
time frames.
eachwaveform is implemented using a shifted cosine function at double the frequency
and half the amplitude, to maintain the designed slew rate of themeasured excitation.
This ensures that the time derivative of the gradient play-out is smooth, allowing for a
linear response from the analogue filter. The results presented were obtained with
a peak slew rate of 60 T/m/s with each readout lasting a total of 160 µs (Figure 3.5).
All parameters of the waveform are implemented to be user adjustable along with the
protocol of the parent pulse sequence.
The gradient excitationwaveforms are designed to be identical (s = g˙x = g˙y = g˙z). The
MRI scanner therefore produces a spatially varying slew vector field (f ; Equation 3.5)
for each pulse scaled by the time varying function:
s(t) =  S cos(!t)
where S is the maximum slew rate of the gradient pulse. Each pickup coil of the
WRAD observes the slew as a voltage in mutually orthogonal directions which can be
combined to form a voltage vector:
Wv = aS cos(!t+ ✓)Wf (3.8)
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where the leading superscript
 
W·  denotes theWRAD observation frame and ✓mod-
els timing offsets between theWRAD time frame and the gradient time frame. The
spatial slew encoding vector (f ) is any combination of the terms (fXZ ,fY Z ,fZxy) de-
scribed in Equation 3.6 rotated into theWRAD reference frame. In the pulse sequence
design presented, the simplest case is implemented where one gradient is excited at a
time.
3.3.4 Signal processing
The 12-bit ADC samples the potential across the pickup coil for the entire duration of
the sinusoidal play-outs discarding the data acquired between the desired acquisition
windows (Figure 3.5, RY-RX, RY-RZ). Themicro-controller treats the data in quarter
rotations (Nq = 4NGRT = 8NWRAD) in a similar fashion to the pulse sequence design.
A Goertzel filter is applied to the data in each readout window which isolates the
frequency component of the designedwaveform ( 2⇡4Nq ). Each filter step is computed
on a per sample basis (once every 5 µs) as the pickup potential is sampled. The result
is therefore ready for transmission within 5 µs of the last sample of the final readout
(RZ). TheGoertzel filter is a single bin discrete Fourier transform (DFT) computing the
phase and amplitude of the tonemeasured by the pickup coil. Applying theGoertzel
filter to the induced potential and scaling the result from the proposed pulse sequence
waveform shape (Figure 3.5) one obtains the following complex vector:
Wv
aS
F! ! Wc r =
0B@Wfxei✓xWfyei✓y
Wfzei✓z
1CA
Translation estimates from pickup voltage To interpret the values obtained from
theGoertzel filter the spatial encoding vector is first recovered:
Wf i = abs
 
W
c ri
 
csgn
 
W
c ri
 
for i = [x, y, z],
where abs(·) is themagnitude of the complex vector and csgn(·) is the sign of the real
component of the complex vector. The 3 readouts RY, RX and RZ (Figure 3.5) produce
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the following system of equations:
WfRX = WGR
0B@z0
x
1CA , WfRY = WGR
0B@0z
x
1CA ,
and
WfRZ = WGR
0B@ x2 y2
z
1CA
whereWGR is a rotationmatrix, which transforms a vector from the leading subscript
frame to the leading superscript frame. A 3 axis hall effect magnetometermeasures
the direction of the static magnetic field in theWRAD co-ordinate frame, which when
normalised can be interpreted as the principal z-axis of the gradient frame:
Wm
B0
= Wz¯ = WGR
Gz¯
Obtaining the x and y axes in theWRAD frame can then be achieved by using the x
gradient readout:
Wy¯ =
⇥
Wz¯
⇤
⇥
WfRX
kWfRXk ,
Wx¯ =
⇥
Wy¯
⇤
⇥
Wz¯ (3.9)
or the y gradient readout:
Wx¯ =
⇥
WfRY
⇤
⇥
Wz¯
kWfRY k ,
Wy¯ =
⇥
Wz¯
⇤
⇥
Wx¯. (3.10)
Each of which can be used to form the rotationmatrix:
W
GR =
⇥
Wx¯ Wy¯ Wz¯
⇤
,
which gives the (over constrained) position of theWRAD in the gradient coordinate
frame
⇣
G
WR =
W
GR
T
⌘
:
0B@z0
x
1CA = GWRWfRX ,
0B@0z
x
1CA = GWRWfRY ,
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and 0B@ x2 y2
z
1CA = GWRWfRZ . (3.11)
3.3.5 Wireless Transmission
NoRF shielding of any of the electronics is implemented as conductive planes inter-
act with the gradients causing high frequency vibration. This could be unpleasant
when mounted on a volunteer’s head. This affected the design of the 2.4 GHz an-
tenna, where a ground plane for amonopole antennawas not practical. A V-shaped
dipole antenna was therefore designed to fit the form factor of the bridge of the
subject’s nose. Due to the strict timing requirements of data transmissions, a pro-
prietary RF protocol (Enhanced Shockburst, Nordic Semiconductor) was implemented,
enabling low latency bidirectional communication between theWRADdevice and a
small transceiver (connected to a laptop) placed through the wave guide. The sinu-
Fig. 3.6 Pulse sequencemodification to the gradient echo pulse sequence. The sinu-
soidal blips are always aligned to the gradient frame. In this case the imaging frame is
oriented so that the readout (RO), phase encode (PE) and slice (SL) directions are in
the X, Y and Z directions respectively.
soidal play-outs are inserted before the parent sequence readout (Figure 3.6). The
readouts with very short echo times allow for a strongMR signal to capture using the
MRI scanner’s ADC and compare to the fluxwaveforms captured by theWRADADC.
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The time between the start of the RF pulse and first readout (t0) is of importance in
setting theWRAD RF trigger wait period. The transfer window of 570 µs over the
phase encode and pre-wind gradients is sufficiently long for a 32-byte payload transfer
and 2-byte acknowledge over the 2.4 GHz radio link. The acknowledge payload for
each packet sets the initial wait period t0 and the number of samples in gradient raster
timing (GRT) for each quarter rotation (Nq) of the sinusoidal pulse, effectively enabling
real-time adaptation of the pulse sequence parameters (delayed by one TR due to the
way in which events are queued by the scanner software). For better pulse sequence
co-existence short burst transmissions are preferable, therefore all signal analysis
is done on theWRAD in real-time and only the results are transmitted. For debug-
ging purposes a verbosemodewas also implemented to allow real-time visualisation
of the excitationwaveforms, gradient timing offsets, amplitudes andmagnetometer
measurements; requiring the transmission of 7 packets for each line of k-space.
3.4 Results
Without any modifications/connections to the scanner hardware theWRAD could
be used to visualise short snippets of the gradient flux from a variety of different
pulse sequences. By implementing a simple plotting program that takes advantage of
the bidirectional communication link it is possible to control the acquisition window
for repetitive pulse sequences and plot the raw data in an oscilloscope like fashion.
The results presented in the following sections were obtained from the modified
gradient echo pulse sequence presented in Figure 3.6, enabling the evaluation and
interpretation of the fluxwaveform phase and amplitude as previously discussed.
3.4.1 RF detect
A voltage threshold of 100mV reliably triggers ADC events on theWRAD down to
a flip angle of 12 degrees with a non-selective RF pulse. The ability to adjust detec-
tion threshold (sensitivity) allows reliable RF pulse detection over a large range of
marker tuning frequencies (f0 ± 10MHz) making this technique insensitive to drift
in component values. The plot in Figure 3.7 shows the raw data captured over 100
lines of k-space while theWRAD was kept stationary within the scanner. This test
presents data from a single pickup coil; orientated such that it measures flux parallel
to the static magnetic field. TheWRADmanages to achieve high SNRmeasurements
of the gradient slewwith exceptionally stable timing. The error bars (a-c) represent 20
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Fig. 3.7 Rawdata captured by theWRADduring the play-out of the gradient echo pulse
sequence with a non selective RF flip angle of 12 degrees. (a-c) show themean of each
measured potential at each time point over the 100 acquisitions. (d) the amplitude
of the result from the single bin discrete Fourier transform of the raw data at each
time point (Goertzel algorithm). (e) shows the deviation in amplitude of each data
point from themean inmillivolt. (f) the delay estimate computed from the phase of the
Goertzel fit in each of the gradient axes. (g) shows the deviation from themean delay
in each axis, more clearly showing the strong correlation between signals.
standard deviations from themean. The amount of variance in the signals is propor-
tional to the amplitude of themeasured voltages (gradient slew), indicating that the
variance is likely the result of gradient/signal chain performance as opposed to jitter
in the ADC sample timing. TheWRAD reliably achieves ADC synchronisation with
sub-microsecond precision. The Goertzel filter effectively separates the sources of
deviations present in the rawwaveforms (a-c) with stable amplitude and phase delay
measurements (d, f). The change in phase andmagnitude of the digitised signals rela-
tive to themean (e, g) indicate robust estimates of both properties when considering
the 12-bit ADC resolution is 0.8mV at a sample frequency of 5 µs. (g) Indicates that
theGoertzel filter phase detectionmethod can be used for precise inter-gradient delay
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detection. The periodic spiking fluctuations observed in (e) are well correlated to the
phase encoding of the parent pulse sequence.
Fig. 3.8 (a) During a pulse sequence play-out theWRAD delay period was adjusted in 1
µs increments using the 2-byte acknowledge payload. (b) 5 flux waveforms (V1 5) with
different ADC trigger delays (w1 5, respectively) plotted in the gradient raster time
along with the gradient waveform (G(t)).
3.4.2 Setting theWRAD trigger period
It is important to ensure the WRAD samples the slew waveform during the period
of the gradient pulse which is sinusoidal (non-hatched region Figure 3.5). The delay
measurements estimated from themeasured voltage phase begin to drift (Figure 3.8a)
when theWRAD trigger offset exceeds 40 µs. The deformations of the waveforms at
the start of V1 and the end of V5 (Figure 3.8b) indicate that the drift is due to overlap of
the sinusoidal waveforms (which is expected). Within the readout windows, defined
in Figure 3.5, the delay estimates are very stable, precisely tracking the trigger delay
adjustments as they are stepped in 1 µs increments. Notice the step like nature of the
delay signal obtained from the voltage waveform in Figure 3.8a. At a trigger period
to↵set of 4 µs shorter than the actual pulse sequence timing (t0), theWRADmeasures a
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0 µs phase shift of the pickup potential (w3, V3). This corresponds to the phase delay
caused by the analog filter which was expected to be 6 µs by design, however passive
component tolerances could have influenced the final implementation. From Figure
3.8b it is evident that the slight imperfections in the waveforms are consistent even
when the the trigger period is adjusted to capture different portions of the waveform.
Interestingly, they are also symmetric indicating that they are the result of small
oscillations of the gradient waveform, having the form of an amplitude modulated
signal (these imperfections will be revisited later). When considering the time scale
of these acquisitions, and that the shape is defined using 16 discrete points, these
artefacts could be expected.
Fig. 3.9 Themeasured potentials for the x [red,
 
fXZ
 
], y [green,
 
fY Z
 
] and z [blue, 
fZxy
 
] gradient play outs plotted in theWRAD coordinate frame. TheWRADwas
rotated a full revolution about the approximate gradient y-axis at a constant, mostly z,
displacement. TheWRADwas oriented 45 degrees off of the gradient y-axis to project
the slew vectors from each gradient pulse
 
fXZ ,fY Z ,fZxy
 
over all 3 pickup coils in
theWRAD observation frame.
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3.4.3 Linearity of the 3D pickup coil
Figure 3.9 shows very good linearity of the pickup coil assembly; tracing almost perfect
circles for each (constant) slew vector. The discontinuous sections (and occasional
outliers) of the datasets are regions where the cross sectional area of the planar RF
detect coil orthogonal to the static magnetic field ( ~B1) was too small to reach the
comparator threshold. To quantify the pickup coil performance artificial data points
were generated for each real data point using a parametric representation of a circle
on the best fit plane (of the entire real dataset for that pickup coil). A linear fit of each
pickup coil voltage to the synthesised (perfect) data is presented in Table 3.1. The
fitted slopes (column 2) are all close to unity indicating that the 3D pickup coil sensor
gives a reliable representation of the slew vector direction andwould therefore enable
precise orientation estimates when combinedwith themagnetometer.
readout dir. slope intercept
(µV)
stderr
(µV)
fXY x 0.9979 -60.02 85.04
y 0.9981 75.38 102.60
z 1.0008 -280.16 68.58
fY Z x 1.0029 39.51 650.32
y 1.0033 -30.20 539.93
z 0.9914 -8.24 460.63
fZxy x 0.9983 -310.58 265.26
y 0.9985 301.91 273.31
z 1.0037 -18.05 436.35
Table 3.1 Results of linear fits to synthesised points
3.4.4 Relationship between position and the slew vector
To test the relationship described by Equation 3.11 theWRAD device was attached to
a Lego block andwas first displaced along the x, then y and lastly z direction in 8mm in-
crements. Figure 3.10 shows the ability of theWRAD to isolate the components of the
flux vector using themagnetometermeasurement even though it is randomly oriented.
The direction of the slew vector from the x gradient (fXY ) and themagnetometerwere
used to resolve the slew vector from the y gradient (fY Z ) into the gradient coordinate
system using a rotation matrix derived from Equation 3.9. Similarly, the direction
of the slew vector from the y gradient and the magnetometer were used to resolve
the slew vector from the x gradient using a rotation matrix derived from Equation
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Fig. 3.10 TheWRAD (randomly oriented) was independently displaced along the x
(column 1), y (column 2) and z (column 3) direction in the gradient coordinate frame.
The data acquired from the x (fXZ), y (fY Z) and z (fZxy) gradient blips are shown in
blue, orange and green respectively. All error bars represent 100 standard deviations
from themean.
3.10. By resolving the slew vectors in this way non-orthogonality of the flux vectors
produced by the x and y gradients are purposefully projected into themeasurements.
The small (< 1%) correlation of themeasured data with displacement not predicted
by Equation 3.4 validates the assumptions made in the slew vector field derivation.
Variance in the direction of the slew vectors obtained from the x and y gradients is
dependant on themagnitude of the z displacement. Considering Equations 3.9-3.10
the orientation is undefined for a z displacement of 0. For a typical z displacement of
30mm the orientation of theWRAD is stable to within 0.1 degrees about the z axis
from the slew vector estimates, and 0.005 degrees about the orthogonal axes because
themagnetometer estimate is exceptionally stable. A vector observation of the flux
from the x and y gradients could be combined with an estimate of the direction of
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gravity from an accelerometer and smoothed using amethod such as VectOrient [38]
for a more robust implementation (defined for all z). Position estimates accurate to
within 0.2 mm are expected based on scaling of the standard error of the individual
linear fits (further validation is still required), combining estimates would allow for
precision to within 0.1mm.
Fig. 3.11 The rawwaveforms captured by theWRADwhen placed within 2mmof the
iso-centre of the scanner exhibit a 40 kHz ripple originating in the gradient system.
The columns represent each of the 3 readouts fXZ , fY Z and fZxy from left to right.
The x, y and z components of the slew vector in the MRI scanner coordinate frame
are plotted along each row. Every 5th readout is labelled with the same colour. In
total 25 readouts are plotted for each of the subplots; 5 of each colour. Notice how
repeatable every 5th readout is, aliasing the ripple so that it appears stationary (the
plots of each colour overlap with themselves). The component of the slewwaveform
in theMRI scanner z direction exhibits a more prominent voltage ripple, in the form of
an amplitudemodulated signal, than the other directions.
Slew vector oscillations predominantly in the z-direction
Figure 3.11 shows the cause of the larger variations in position estimates from the
slew component parallel to the staticmagnetic field (Figure 3.10, bottom row [note the
error bars]). All three gradients produce amagnetic field in the z direction. Conversely
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this means that each gradient coil will induce a current in the other two gradients
proportional to the z component of the slew. The orthogonal components of the x
and y gradients are uncoupled and more weakly coupled to the z gradient. The su-
per conducting magnet producing the static magnetic field and cylindrical gradient
shielding are also more strongly coupled in the z direction. These could be factors
which contribute to the oscillations beingmost visible in the scanner z direction. The
ripple was found to be independent of sequence parameters such as TR, bandwidth
and slew rate, and position in the scanner bore. The oscillation frequency is 40 kHz and
modulated by the requested gradient slewwhich is best described by the switching
of the gradient drivers. The aliasing on every fifth acquisition is caused by an offset
of 10 µs between the pulse sequence TR and gradient switching clock. One gradient
switching period (40 kHz) corresponds to 2.5 gradient raster periods (100 kHz); the
first integer overlap is every fifth shift of one gradient raster period. By ensuring the
period between sinusoidal pulses is an integer multiple of 25 µs (40 kHz) the ripple
appears stationary and the associated variance in theGoertzel filter estimate is elimi-
nated. The gradient pulse widthmodulation would result in a phase ripple amplitude
of 0.0006 rad and would therefore have negligible impact on image formation. The
directionality of this signal could, however, be useful as a vector reference (due to its
independence of location in the scanner bore) or a time frame synchronisation clock
source.
3.5 Discussion
TheWRAD reliably and precisely tracks the gradient slew rate using a small 3D pickup
coil. The conveniently small and ‘plug and play’ nature of this technique allows re-
searchers to easily capture a variety of signals duringMRI experiments. Knowledge
of the pulse sequence timing allows smarter co-existence of electronics within the
MRI scanner enabling control of when data transmissions occur or powering down
oscillators to avoiding overlap with ADC events. Smart sampling of high bandwidth
sensors vulnerable to gradient pulses can be achieved during periods of gradient in-
activity. This would be beneficial to combinedMR-EEG/MR-ECG experiments. The
use of the activemarker as a signal source for high speed navigators is also possible,
opening up sensor fusion strategies for more robust position estimates.
The 3D nature of the gradient slew encodes awealth of information about the position
and orientation of theWRADwithin the gradient co-ordinate frame. The addition of
a magnetometer allows a computationally efficient way of solving and interpreting
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the induced potentials. The orthogonal components of the slew vector produced by
the gradients are cleaner than the components parallel to the static magnetic field;
likely due to coupling effects. Position can be encodedwith a single pulse lasting only
240 µs from the z gradient, highlighting the efficiency of position encoding using the
slew vector (solving for orientation would bemore challenging in this case). The pulse
sequence waveforms presented are short, however there is still room for optimisa-
tion. Due to the way in which the parallel and orthogonal components of the slew
vector are interpreted any slight misalignment between themagnetometer and 3D
pickup coil could result in the projection of biases into the position estimate, affecting
accuracy. The large amount of data obtained from the 880 µs long excitation pulse
series presented, is well suited to sensor fusion techniques (eg. Kalman filter) where
magnetometer biases could be tracked and corrected in real time enabling theWRAD
to be used for prospectivemotion correction.
Accurate timing of theMRI scanner hardware is paramount to obtaining the k-space
trajectories envisioned by the pulse sequence programmer. If any external hardware is
introduced thatmodifies theway inwhich the gradientwaveforms are played out (such
as prospective motion correction), or a time sensitive signal which could affect the
interpretation of theMR signal (such as a response to a stimulus in an fMRI experiment
or PETMRI), it is important tomaintain accurate synchronisation between the scanner
and external data acquisition unit as the signal integrity can be degraded due to time
framemisalignment. In this work we have presented the design and implementation
of a novel self-synchronising probe for use in theMR scanner which can interrogate
gradient waveform shape and timing.
Chapter 4
Combining observations of the time
varying gradient and static vector fields
for completemotion correction.
Abstract
In this work aWireless Radio frequency triggered Acquisition Device (WRAD) is used
for high frequency prospectivemotion correction in a 3D spoiled gradient echo pulse
sequence. The devicemeasures the rate of change in the gradient vector fields (slew)
using a three dimensional assembly of Printed Circuit Board (PCB) inductors. The
inductor potentials are sampledwith an on-boardAnalogue toDigital Converter (ADC)
that is synchronised to the pulse sequence by detecting the RF pulses of the imaging
pulse sequence with a small resonant circuit. The static magnetic field is measured
using a three axis Hall effect magnetometer. The slew vector encoding is more effi-
cient than traditional MRmagnitude based encoding allowing for over constrained
measurements of the device’s pose within the gradient coordinate frame in only 880
µs. A challengewithmeasuring the rate of change of the gradient vector field (slew)
is the coupling between orientation and position. Small offsets in the orientation can
result in large biases of the position estimates. To address this challenge a light-weight
Kalman filter is designed that models changes in scaling as a small rotation between
the gradient coordinate frame z axis and the static magnetic field, and constant biases
as small mechanical misalignments of the gradients that wouldn’t influenceMR image
encoding. The only calibration required is to determine the scaling factor between
induced potentials and displacement for the pickup coils, which is specific to the device,
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and should therefore be valid in any scanner. The results when using the device to
perform prospective motion correction in 3 subjects are presented. In the first subject
an increased Average Edge Strength (AES) over all the slices of 4.5% was achieved
for very little motion. Next, a subject was asked to move in a way that is typical of
patient discomfort. A drop in AES of only -6%wasmeasuredwithmotion correction
on, as opposed to -33%when nomotion correction was applied. The final subject was
asked tomove frequently (approximately 90 times) destroying the uncorrected scan
(AES -47.3%). Finer cortical folding is still clear with themotion corrected scan (AES
-9.4%), maintaining diagnostic value. This new approach is simple to set up and use
with well definedmeasurement variance. Our initial results suggest that theWRAD
could enable ‘plug and play’ prospectivemotion correction.
4.1 Introduction
Due to temporal resolution limitations in navigator based approaches researchers
have developed a variety of external hardware based technologies for detecting and
correctingmotion in real-time. The goal is to develop amotion correction technique
that does not influence the imaging pulse sequence, has no impact on the conventional
imaging work-flow and does not increase the noise floor of the scanner with measure-
ment uncertainty. Somemodern prospectivemotion correctionmethods have been
shown to reduce overall system uncertainty by accounting for involuntary motion
associated with slow drift, increasing the system SNR if you treat this motion as noise
(Schulz et al. [25]). The previously mentioned goals are, however, difficult to achieve
and as a result all current state of the art approaches compromise on at least one.
Optical motion tracking based approaches ([13]) are fully sequence independent and
remarkably accurate, however, they measure subject pose in an independent mea-
surement frame, increasing the complexity of hardware set-up and removal. Although
this challenge has been addressed through improved cross-calibration procedures
([15]) or smarter image reconstruction ([39]), which reduces any extra workload on
MRI technologists, thesemethods are still inherently vulnerable to camera positioning
and can degrade image quality if not properly anchored. This combinedwith the need
to see the patient (considering the current trend in receiver coils withmore channels
coveringmore of the patient’s face) poses a hardware design challenge.
NuclearMagnetic Resonance (NMR) field probemethods ([40]) overcome some of the
cross-calibration challenges bymeasuring subject pose using the gradient spatial en-
coding and don’t require line of sight to detect themarkers. By using the gradients and
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MR signal thesemethods are inherently coupled to the pulse sequence and generally
require pulse sequencemodifications for robust pose encoding ([23]). However, it has
recently been shown that some 3D pulse sequences possess enough pulse diversity
to allow a form of pseudo self navigation that is sufficient for correction of very small
patient motion ([12]). The NMRmarkers take advantage of an independent RF trans-
mit and receive chain so that their position can be interrogated during short snippets
of the imaging pulse sequence. This does, however, come at the cost of increased
mechanical complexity, wired probes and sensitive RF electronics. Introducing an
independent measurement systemwill also require some form of cross-calibration,
where a frequency offset is equivalent to a mechanical misalignment of the sensor
frame.
In this work we are concernedwithmeasuring the rate of change of the gradient flux.
The gradient time derivative (slew) is independent of theMR signal which eliminates
the need for external RF pulses and can be detected using loop inductors resulting in
reduced hardware complexity. Cross-calibration is simplified because the gradient
spatial encoding is measured directly. This method differs from anyMR signal based
approach in that the full gradient spatial encoding is visible, not just the component
parallel to the static magnetic field. Each ‘conventional’ gradient field used for MR
spatial encoding is coupled to an equally strong, accurate andmore stable (due to less
inter-gradient coupling) magnetic field which encodes displacement in an orthogonal
direction. In measuring the rate of change of the gradient waveform this encoding
becomes visible (no longer superimposed on themuch stronger static magnetic field).
An implication of this is that almost any pulse sequence should have the pulse diver-
sity required for pseudo self navigation. Although this aspect is not addressed in this
work, the feasibility of achieving full 6 degree-of-freedom pose estimates with only 2
unique gradient pulses is tested. Themost difficult aspect in slew vector based pose
tracking lies in resolving the vector measurement into the gradient coordinate frame;
the precise orientation of the device frame is required before position estimates are
possible making this approachmore susceptible to bias and increasedmeasurement
variance. Interpreting the voltage waveforms in an unknown frame is non-trivial and
requires numerical methods to fit the data for each acquisition to a 3 dimensional
gradient field map ([17]). In this work it is shown that the gradient map can be avoided
by combining a 3 axis magnetometer, which resolves the orientation of a device in
the gradient coordinate frame except in the degree of freedom about the axis of the
static magnetic field ([38]), with a 3 axis pickup coil to fully resolve orientation and
position in the gradient coordinate frame. These complementary sensors are fused
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using a Kalman filter that takes advantage of a linear gradient slew vector fieldmodel
to enable line-by-line pose estimates. All sensors are incorporated into a single, small,
wireless device which self synchronises to the imaging pulse sequence time domain
by detecting RF pulses with a small resonant circuit. TheWireless Radio frequency
triggered Acquisition Device (WRAD), uses the over-constrained nature of the vector
observations to estimate system biases. In the current work 3 sinusoidal blips are
inserted into the pulse sequence (lasting 880 µs, per TR) making this and the pose
feedback the only pulse sequence modifications. The hardware set up required is
mounting theWRAD to the subject and placing a wireless receiver through thewave
guide.
4.2 Theory andMethods
Ameansof efficiently combining the sensor signals capturedby theWRAD is important
to its efficacy. The gradients and sensors are not perfect. When combining a 3D pickup
coil that directly probes the gradients with aHall effect magnetometer that probes the
superposition of magnetic fields there is a unique opportunity to track gradient and
sensor biases in real-time. Themodels presented are designed to be computationally
light-weight to enable a low latency embedded implementation.
4.2.1 Observation frames
In prospective motion correction the change in the local frame (L·) with respect to the
(physical) gradient frame (G·) is of interest. The local frame is themeasurement frame
of theWRAD (rigidly attached to the subject). The gradient frame is defined by the
principle directions in which the x, y and z gradient coils manipulate themagnitude of
themagnetic field for image formation. For a patient in the head first supine position,
the gradient frame is oriented so that Gz represents head to foot (HF), Gy is posterior
to anterior (PA) and Gx is right to left (RL) for our system (3T Skyra, Siemens Erlangen,
Germany). For the derivation of the filter equations it is convenient to define an
intermediate reference frame (M ·), which we call themagnet frame. Themagnet frame
is defined to have a z-axis that is perfectly aligned to theWRAD’s observation of the
MRI scanner’s static magnetic field. The transform of a vector from the gradient frame
to the local frame can then be described by the following two rotations:
L
GR =
L
MR
M
GR. (4.1)
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Fig. 4.1 The WRAD mounted on the bridge of a subject’s nose. (RF detect) is used
to synchronise to the pulse sequence time domain allowing the (microcontroller) to
sample the potential induced by the time varying gradient magnetic fields in the (3D
pickup coil) assembly. The signals are filtered (analog filters) before being digitised.
The (IMU) integrated circuit combines an angular rate sensor and accelerometer. The
Hall effect (magnetometer) is used to measure the direction of the static magnetic
field. The (2.4 GHz radio) is used to transmit the acquired data out of the scanner bore
for prospectivemotion correction feedback.
The gradient z-axis andMRI scanner static magnetic field are expected to be closely
alignedwith negligible axial deviation; the rotationMGR is therefore a small rotation
about the x and y axes that models a slight curl of the static magnetic field, gradient
frame misalignments and, (indirectly) magnetometer biases. This transform can be
represented as a rotation vector↵:
M
GR = I  [↵x] = I 
0B@ 0 ↵z  ↵y ↵z 0 ↵x
↵y  ↵x 0
1CA (4.2)
where ↵z = 0. To define this transform a 2 dimensional state vectorm is introduced:
M
GR = I M(m), M(m) =
0B@ 0 0  m10 0 m0
m1  m0 0
1CA (4.3)
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The transform LMR, as with all rotations, can be broken up into two orthogonal rota-
tions. The Algerbraic QUAternion (AQUA) algorithm presented by [41] effectively
decouples two vector observations to form an orientation estimate. Here a similar
decoupling is achieved. The transform is broken up into a pure z-axis rotationM
0
M R, ob-
served bymeasuring the component of the changing gradient field vector orthogonal
to the static magnetic field (XY plane), followed by a rotation about a vector on the xy
plane LM 0R, which is observed bymeasuring the direction of the static magnetic field
(Z), so that:
L
MR =
L
M 0R
M 0
M R
where:
M 0
M R =
0B@cos( )   sin( ) 0sin( ) cos( ) 0
0 0 1
1CA = N(n) + Iz, (4.4)
N(n) =
0B@n0  n1 0n1 n0 0
0 0 0
1CA , Iz =
0B@0 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
1CA ,
and:
L
M 0R = R
 
L
M 0q
 
, LM 0q =
0BBB@
L
Mqw
L
Mqx
L
Mqy
0
1CCCA , (4.5)
which is more intuitively written in quaternion form (qw is the scalar and qx z are
the vector components of the unit quaternion of rotation; notice that the z vector
component is 0). The operator is given by:
R (q) =
0B@q2w + q2x   q2y + q2z 2(qxqy   qwqz) 2(qxqz + qwqy)2(qxqy + qwqz) q2w   q2x + q2y   q2z 2(qyqz   qwqx)
2(qxqz   qwqy) 2(qyqz + qwqx) q2w   q2x   q2y + q2z
1CA . (4.6)
4.2.2 Observation of the static magnetic field
TheWRAD incorporates a 3 axisHall effect magnetometer to observe the superpo-
sition of themagnetic fields within the scanner bore (Lb). Since this measurement is
dominated by the static magnetic field, once normalised it represents the rotation of
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Eq. 4.5 acting on themagnet frame z axis:
Lbˆ =
Lb
B0
= R  LM 0q M 0z, (4.7)
where:
M 0z = Mz =
0B@00
1
1CA ,
because the rotation M
0
M R is a pure z-axis rotation. B0 is the magnitude of the static
magnetic field. RewritingR  LM 0q  using 4.6, gives the following system of equations:
Lbˆx = 2LMqw
L
Mqy
Lbˆy =  2LMqwLMqx
Lbˆz = LMq
2
w   LMq2x   LMq2y
.
The solution with a valid quaternion of rotation kqk = 1 and a positive scalar compo-
nent ( ) is:
L
Mq =
0BBBB@
 
 Lbˆy2 
Lbˆx
2 
0
1CCCCA ,   =
s
Lbˆz + 1
2
(4.8)
The z axis of the local frame lies close to the sagittal plane (Figure 4.1) due to how
theWRAD is mounted to the subject. The singularity at Lbˆz = -1 would therefore only
occur if the subject had rolled their head 90 degrees about the y (posterior-anterior)
axis; which is highly unlikely in modern head receiver coils.
4.2.3 Observation of the time varying gradientmagnetic field
The gradient fields used for image formation are 3 dimensional vector fields. The
component of the gradient fields that lie parallel to the static magnetic field produce
the spatial encoding used for image formation. According toMaxwell’s equations, a
linearly varyingmagnetic field with only a z-component doesn’t exist. As a result the
spatial encoding produced by the imaging gradients is more complex. Typically the
non-z gradientfields have only a small influence on themagneticfield strength because
their effect is drowned out by themuch stronger static magnetic field, and are often
ignored. For the rate of change of magnetic fields within the imaging volume the static
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magnetic field falls away. In this work this property is advantageous because now the
non-z as well as the ‘conventional’ z spatial encoding can bemeasured. By assuming
linear gradients and, negligible rates of change of curl and divergence one can use
Maxwell’s equations to derive the following slew vector fieldmodel:
Gv = Sp+ c+wg, (4.9)
where,
S =
0B@  s
z
2 0 s
x
0   sz2 sy
sx sy sz
1CA , p =
0B@xy
z
1CA , c = sx
0B@ 00
oxz
1CA+ sy
0B@ 00
oyz
1CA+ sz
0B@ozxozy
0
1CA .
The change in the x, y and z gradients produce the slew terms sx, sy and sz , respectively.
We refer to S as the encoding matrix which encodes position (p) in the gradient co-
ordinate frame. It is assumed that the z-component of the slewvector for each gradient
should have negligible mechanical misalignment for correct image formation. The
mechanical offset vector (c) is therefore modelled as follows. The terms oxz and o
y
z
model axial misalignments (along z) of the x and y gradient coils relative to the z
gradient coil. The terms ozx and o
z
y model any off-axial misalignments (on the xy plane)
of the z gradient coil relative to the x and y gradient coils. A current ripple artefact,
likely caused by gradient switching, produces a unique noise signature of the slew
vector field in theMRI scanner z axis direction. The uncertainty in the gradient pulse
waveform (wg) is thereforemodelled with cylindrical symmetry:
wg =
0B@w?w?
wk
1CA . (4.10)
The off-axial (orthogonal) slew directions are generally smoother (w? < wk). The
WRAD, placed within the imaging volume, measures the instantaneous slew vector
from the potential induced in 3 orthogonal pickup coils that define the basis set of the
local coordinate frame. Each pickup coil has an independent amplification and filter
circuit. The voltage induced in the pickup coils represents the encoded position of the
pickup coil assembly from Eq. 4.9 scaled by a factor () that is related to the gain of the
amplifier circuit and geometric properties (cross sectional area of the pickup coils and
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number of turns):
Lz = LGR
Gv + Lwp,
L
GR =
L
M 0R
M 0
M R
M
GR (4.11)
where:
Lwp = wp
0B@11
1
1CA .
The termwp represents the noise introduced by sampling each of the pickup coils. In
Eq. 4.11 the potential induced across each of the pickup coils that relates to angular
rate of change of theWRAD (!) in the static magnetic field:
emf = B0z · [! ⇥ n], (4.12)
is not shown. This is because these potentials are removed with temporal filtering
techniques. The change in angular rate over very short readouts is close to zero, hence
the angular rate emf would appear as a constant offset during a short time varying
waveform. The ⇥ operator represents the vector cross product and n is the unit
normal of the pickup coil scaled by a geometric scaling factor.
4.2.4 Measurement update in an intermediate reference frame
The measurement obtained from the 3D pickup coil (Eq. 4.11) is transformed into
the intermediate (magnet) coordinate frame by using the transform derived from the
magnetometer observation of the static magnetic field (Eq. 4.8):
M 0z = M
0
L R
Lz = M
0
M R
M
GR
 
Gv
 
+ws, (4.13)
This reduces the degrees of freedom in the pickup coil measurement (note that now
the z component of the pickup coil vector is now the ‘conventional’ gradient encoding
used for image formation). ThematrixMGR accounts for any biases in this transform.
The uncertainties of Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.13 are combined into a single term:
ws =
M 0
M R
M
GR (wg) +
M 0
L Rwp.
In the noisemodel the small rotationMGR is approximated by I so that:
ws ⇡ M 0M Rwg +wp = wg +wp,
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whereM
0
M R has no effect onwg due to the axial symmetry. Finally, the noise is injected
as normally distributed Gaussian white noise with a combined covariancematrix as
follows:
⌃s = 
0B@ 2? 0 00  2? 0
0 0  2k
1CA+  2pI (4.14)
Eq. 4.13 is nowwritten in terms of thematricesN (Eq. 4.3),M (Eq. 4.4) and S (Eq. 4.9)
for the derivation of update equations for the Kalman filter:
M 0z = [Iz +N(n)][I M(m)][Sp+ c(o)] +ws. (4.15)
Thevectorsm (axialmisalignment),n (orientationabout themagnet z-axis),p (position
in the gradient frame) and o (gradient mechanical offsets) are the states required to
solve for the change in subject pose during the image acquisition. The encodingmatrix
S andmechanical offset c from Eq. 4.9 are constructed from the time derivative of the
pulse sequence waveformwhich is pre-determined by the pulse sequence design. By
considering the partial derivative of the measurement with respect to the selected
state vectors (please note that the co-ordinate frame notation is dropped so thatM 0z is z):
@z
@m
= [Iz +N]
@M
@m
[Sp+ c] = Hm
@z
@n
=
@N
@n
[I M][Sp+ c] = Hn
@z
@p
= [Iz +N][I M]S = Hp
@z
@c
= [Iz +N][I M]@c
@o
= Hc (4.16)
it is possible to project the error covariance of each state into the samemeasurement
space. The combinedmeasurement covariance can then bewritten as:
⌃ = ⌃s +HmPmH
T
m +HnPnH
T
n +HpPpH
T
p +HcPcH
T
c , (4.17)
where the error covariance of each state vector is updated independently through the
Kalman equations. Firstly the residual is calculated:
y = z   [Iz +N(n)][I M(m)][Sp+ o], (4.18)
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then the Kalman gain is computed:
K  = P H ⌃
 1,   = (m,n, p, c), (4.19)
only requiring the inversion of a 3 by 3matrix with a closed form solution which is well
suited to real-time applications. The state vectormean and covariance are updated
through:
 ¯ =  +K y, P¯  = (I K H )P ,   = (m,n, p, c) (4.20)
4.2.5 Prediction
The state transition of p follows from Newton’s equations of motion. Here we aim
to take advantage of our knowledge that subject motion is relatively smooth. The
position state is therefore augmentedwith velocity and acceleration vectors allowing
for the following linear predictionmodel:
p = Fpp¯+ qp,
where,
F9⇥9p =
 
1 0 0  t 0 0  t
2
2 0 0
0
. . . 0 0
. . . 0 0
. . . 0
!
, p =
⇣
x y z | x˙ y˙ z˙ x¨ y¨ z¨
⌘T
,
(4.21)
and qp represents the uncertainty in the predicted position state. Themeasurement
matrixHp of equation 4.16 is padded with zeros. Ideally the accelerometer would
be used in the construction of themeasurementmatrix, however, sequence specific
gradient interactions and biases are similar in magnitude to the real accelerations ex-
pected. As a result there is little benefit in incorporating accelerometermeasurements
into the position prediction ormeasurementmodel for the particular sensor used in
the construction of theWRAD. The prediction uncertainty (qp) is modelled with the
following covariancematrix:
Qp =
Z
FpQaF
T
p dt, Qa =  
2
p
 
06⇥6 03⇥3
03⇥3 I3⇥3
!
, (4.22)
where  p represents the uncertainty in the change in acceleration of theWRAD frame.
The state vectorn is augmentedwith the term !z that represents the angular rate of
change about the z-axis (the static magnetic field). The state transition can then be
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approximated through:
n = Fnn¯+ qn, Fn =
0B@1 0  n1 t0 1 n0 t
0 0 1
1CA , n = ⇣cos( ) sin( ) | !z⌘T . (4.23)
In this case the uncertainty in the predicted state (qn) is modelled with the covariance
matrix:
Qn = Jn
✓Z
F!Q!F
T
!dt
◆
JTn ,
where,
Jn =
@n
@( ,!)
=
0B@ n0n2 t  n1  n1 t n1n2 t+ n0 n0 t
0 1
1CA , Q! =  2!
 
0 0
0 1
!
, F! =
 
1  t
0 1
!
.
(4.24)
The term  ! is the uncertainty in the change of angular velocity. TheWRAD incorpo-
rates a 3 axis angular rate sensor, however (similar to the accelerometer) it adds little
confidence to the orientation states due to gradient disturbances that are challenging
tomodel. The gradient mechanical offset o and static-gradient fieldmisalignmentm
are expected to be constant. The prediction of these states are then:
o = o¯+ qo, and m = m¯+ qm. (4.25)
Noise is injected into the system through the terms qo and qm that describe the confi-
dence in this stationary assumption. They aremodelled with the following covariance
matrices:
Qo =  
2
oI, and Qm =  
2
mI. (4.26)
4.2.6 Filter overview
Referring to Figure 4.2, the low noise observation of the direction of the static mag-
netic field Lb is used to transform the [3D pickup coil] potential into the intermediate
frameM
0
L R (Eq. 4.5). The [slew fieldmodel] (Eq. 4.9) is used to generate the encoding
matrix S andmechanical bias vector c. Next the [measurementmatrices are updated]
Hm,n,p,c (Eq. 4.16) using the previous state estimates, encodingmatrix and bias vector.
Then the state vectors are corrected through the standard linear Kalman update Eqns
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Fig. 4.2 A flow chart summarising the proposed algorithm.
4.18-4.20. The magnetometer derived transform M
0
L R, z axis rotation
M 0
M R and bias
rotation GMR are combined to give the transform between theWRAD and gradient co-
ordinate frames. The filter state p is the position in the gradient coordinate frame. The
WRAD incorporates an accelerometer that canmeasure the direction of the earth’s
gravitational field in the local coordinate frame. This can be used as an additional
observation of the filter staten, as shown in Appendix A, however it was found that
this adds little improvement to orientation tracking performance, hence it is shown
disabled (greyed-out).
4.2.7 Pulse sequence design
TheWRAD detects the RF pulse in the parent pulse sequence and then waits until
the start of the sinusoidal playouts (Figure 4.3) that are inserted before the imaging
readout of each line of k-space. It then samples the potential across each pickup coil
during each sinusoidal pulse (32 points per sinusoid, per pickup coil, at 200 kHz). An
in-line single bin discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied to the signal recursively as
each point is sampled (Goertzel filter) centred at the pulse frequency (6.25 kHz) so that
the result is ready almost immediately after the last sample point:
F!
 
Lz
 
= Lz¯ei✓,
in which the angle ✓ represents any timing offsets between the gradient andWRAD
time frames. The amplitude from theDFT is free from potential sources of bias, such
as an offset caused by angular rate of change (Eq. 4.12) and eddy currents. The ‘pre-
filtered’waveformamplitude vector (Lz¯) for each readout is used to update theKalman
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Fig. 4.3 Pulse sequence waveforms added before the first readout of the parent pulse
sequence. The sinusoidal waveforms are in the gradient frame and remain fixed during
the entire image acquisition.
filter (Figure 4.2). The gradient pulse shapes (Figure 4.3):
g(t) =  A sin(!t), g˙ = A! cos(!t),
are also Fourier transformed (F!(g˙) = A! = s) to produce the slew vector encoding
matrices Sx z andmechanical offset vectors cx z (Eq. 4.9) for each of the readouts:
Sx = s
0B@0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
1CA , cx = s
0B@ 00
oxz
1CA ; Sy = s
0B@0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
1CA , cy = s
0B@ 00
oyz
1CA ;
and,
Sz = s
0B@ 12 0 00  12 0
0 0 1
1CA , cz = s
0B@ozxozy
0
1CA ; (4.27)
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4.2.8 Experiments
State Estimation
Themodular natureof thefilter allows the states tobe independently disabled/enabled.
To test the filter’s efficacy at tracking biases, a sample dataset was acquired during
which the subject lay motionless in the scanner. An artificial bias rotation was then
used to transform themagnetometer data causing amisalignment between the gradi-
ent frame and static magnetic field. The efficacy of the filter could then be evaluated
by observing its ability to return to its original position and orientation states and to
track the bias transformwith the state vectorm that models this transform
 
G
MR
 
.
Encoding posewith two gradients
The encodingmatrix presented in Eq. 4.9 suggests that only the z gradient is required
for 3D position encoding (Helmholtz/Maxwell Pair) if the orientation of the local/sensor
frame with respect to the gradient frame is known. The slew vector is also used to
encode the orientation state n about the axis of the static magnetic field
 
M 0
M R
 
. It
was therefore of interest to evaluate the efficacy of the filter to track both position
and the remaining degree of freedom in orientation using only two unique gradient
playouts, an optimisation typically not possible inMR signal based techniques. The X
and Y gradient coils (Golay) produce planar vector fields that encode z displacement
orthogonal to the staticmagneticfield. This is useful for the orientation state encoding,
but only when the z displacement is non-zero. The Z gradient forms a unique field that
encodes the orientation state for all positions in the scanner except on the intersection
of the planes x = 0 and y = 0 (a line, concentric with the bore). For the test dataset
the WRAD was purposefully moved through the z = 0 plane, where the X and Y
gradient coils give little useful information about the orientation state of theWRAD.
The filter was then applied to the data using different coil pairs. It was expected that
combining the Z gradient with the X or Y gradients (as opposed to using the similar X
and Y gradients only) would give the best performance.
In Vivo Scans
An imaging protocol was adapted from one currently used in studies of brain mor-
phometry. It consisted of a non-selective 3D spoiledmulti-echo gradient echo pulse
sequence with 1mm3 isotropic resolution and twofold GRAPPA acceleration. In total
7 echoes were acquired using high bandwidth (650 Hz/pixel) bipolar readouts at a
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Fig. 4.4 A graphical representation of the Average Edge Strength (AES) calculation that
was used as an image quality metric. Images C andD are the result of a convolution of
the original image with the (3 by 3) X and Y gradient operators (Sobel-Feldman). Image
E is the pixel-wiseL2 norm of C andD. F is the result of masking Ewith the Boolean
image B. B is calculated using the Canny edge detection algorithm. Finally, the AES is
determined by taking themean of the non-zero pixel values in F
⇣P
FP
B
⌘
.
repetition time of 20ms. The orientation and positionwere calculated and transmitted
out of the scanner bore before the first readout for each line of k-space. The pose
estimates were applied to the following line of k-space, resulting in a latency of less
than 20ms with an update rate of 50 Hz. The echoes were combined for display by
calculating the pixel-wise root mean squares.
The images of three subjects are presented. All three subjects were scanned on a 3 T
Siemens Skyra using the 20-channel head/neck coil according to protocols that had
been approved by the Faculty of Health Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee
of the University of Cape Town. Acquisitions were repeated in each subject for no
motion andmotion conditions, and in each case with prospectivemotion correction
(moco) on and off. Firstly, for Subject A, the correction of involuntary motion is shown.
Next, in Subject B, the correction of moderatemotion associated discomfort is evalu-
ated. Finally, in Subject C, the correction of frequent strongmotion is presented.
TheWRADwasmounted on the bridge of the subject’s nose using a 3Dprinted bracket
(Figure 4.1). Due to the 32 channel head coil’s compact design theWRAD could not
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fit on the subject’s nose withoutmaking contact with themask-like anterior coil set,
this could lead to spurious readings. TheWRADwas mounted on the bridge of the
subject’s nose using a 3D printed bracket. Two, approximately 16mm2, pieces of weak
(spongy) double sided tape (1mm thick) mounted on the inner surface of the bracket
(one on each side)were used to fix theWRAD to the subject. We found that the natural
oils of the subject’s skin meant the glue did not adhere well, however, the tape offered
a clean surface and the ‘spongy-softness’ improved comfort. The subjects were then
placed in the 20 channel head and neck receive coil for image acquisitions. For the
first 20 lines of k-space the filter gains were increased and no updates were applied to
allow the filter bias states to converge.
The Average Edge Strength (AES) metric [39] was used to compare changes in image
quality. The image volumes from the different acquisitions of each subject are first
co-registered into the same ‘halfway’ space [31], after which the AES is calculated as
shown in Figure 4.4. The Canny edge detection algorithmwas run on the uncorrected
‘nomove’ scan for Subject A and Subject C and on the ‘nomove’ corrected scan for Sub-
ject B, because this subject moved a large amount during the first scan with correction
off. One edgemap is therefore defined for each subject. This reduced sensitivity to
changes in tuning of the Canny detection algorithm and allowed better comparison to
the highly corrupted scans.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Filter State Estimation
The first column of Figure 4.5 shows an example data snippet where a subject lay
motionless during the image acquisition; notice the typical z-axis drift. In the second
and third columns a 2 degree bias rotation about the gradient x-axis was introduced
at 5 seconds. With the filter statem disabled the transform introduces considerable
biases into the position and orientation states (Column 2). When enabled, the filter
tracks the transform (Row 3, Column 3). Once stabilised the position and orientation
states are very close to those shownwithout a bias (Column 1), indicating robustness
to deviations of the two coordinate frames. The gradient mechanical offset states are
strongly influenced bywhether or not the bias state is enabled, because without the
bias state the remaining residual can only be explained by mechanical offsets. The
offsets estimated with the bias tracking enabled are expected to be more accurate
because they don’t deviate if the underlying bias has changed (Row 3, Column 4).
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Fig. 4.5 (Column 1) State data captured by theWRAD as a patient lay still during an
image acquisition. (Columns 2-3) At 5 seconds a 2 degree bias rotation about theMRI
scanner x-axis is introduced into themagnetometer measurements that simulates a
deviation between the static magnetic field and gradient co-ordinate frames, which
is tracked by the filter statem (Row 3). (Column 2) Tracking of the bias state (m) is
disabled. (Column 3) The bias tracking is enabled. The top two rows are the position p
and orientation of theWRAD. The stateo (Row4)models constant offsets (mechanical
misalignments) of the gradient axes.
4.3.2 Pose estimates using only two gradients
The first columnof Figure 4.6 is a reference dataset inwhich all 3 readouts are used. As
was expected, in the case where only the X and Y gradient readouts are used (Column
2), the orientation estimates become unreliable when the z displacement is very small
(Column2, Row2 [rz-green]). By combining the two different gradient coil types (Golay
andHelmholtz/Maxwell Pair [XZ], Column 3) the problem is overcome allowing reliable
pose estimates with similar precision to when all 3 gradients are used. In all cases
there is sufficient pulse diversity for reliable position estimates. The reduced number
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Fig. 4.6 Comparison of position (p) and orientation state (rz) obtained using two gradi-
ent play-outs instead of three; data captured with a TR of 10ms (100Hz). (Column 1)
All gradient axes (x, y and z). (Column 2) Only theGolay coils (x and y). (Column 3) The
x and z gradients. The third and fourth rows are the orientation andmechanical bias
states.
of readouts does however influence the bias state tracking performance, because the
system becomes less constrained.
4.3.3 InvoluntaryMotion
Due to the head coil construction the subjects drifted predominantly in the x (left-
right) directionwhen asked to remain as still as possible. In all subjects it was found
that applying feedback resulted in visibly improved edge quality irrespective of how
muchmotion had occurred during the image acquisition. Figure 4.7 shows an example
dataset where the subject moved very little. For this acquisition an average increase in
AES of 4.5 % over all of the slices was achievedwhenmotion correction was applied.
The largest image improvement was in the frontal regions of the brain where the
‘lever-arm’ effect is greatest for subtle rollingmovements. This is most visible on the
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Fig. 4.7 Data captured from Subject Awhomoved in a way that is representative of
typical involuntarymotion. (Top row) showsmotion correctionon. (Bottomrow) shows
motion correction off, withmeasurement still active. (ColumnA) is a central coronal
slice from the 3D volume. (Column B) is a zoomed view of each image, green arrows
show finer cortical folding. (ColumnC)Motion data plotted relative to their respective
means for better visualisation on the same axes. The orientation is in rotation vector
form.
fine cortical folding (green arrows). For all the ‘no move’ scans, motion corrections
resulted in higher SNR in homogeneous regions as well as improved edge sharpness.
Themotion data used to correct the volume for this subject were calculated without
the y-gradient readout, reducing the pulse sequence insert duration to 600 µs (Figure
4.3). This is less than a third of the acquisition time (2ms) used to acquire a typical FID
navigator [42] and a tenth of the time required to acquire a collapsed fat navigator [8].
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4.3.4 DeliberateMotion
(a) Subject B -ModerateMotion (b) Subject C - SevereMotion
Fig. 4.8 In the top two rows the subjects were asked to remain as still as possible. For
the next two rows the subjectswere asked tomove. For the first and third rowsmotion
correction was turned off. For the second and last rowsmotion correction was turned
on.
Correcting largermotion is more challenging because the accuracy of the pose esti-
mates becomesmore important. In the current implementation the only calibration
required is to determine the scaling factor  in Eq. 4.11. This term is the relation be-
tween induced voltage and spatial encoding, and is expected to be similar with respect
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to differentMRI scanners, to within the accuracy of theWRAD’s pose estimates. This
is therefore considered a device (WRAD) specific calibration. The bias states are de-
signed to track scanner/sensor imperfections that cause the fields to deviate from the
linear slew vector fieldmodel. Figure 4.8 shows example slices from two acquisitions
during which the subjects performed deliberate motion. In Figure 4.8a the subject
performed a series of small movements associated with discomfort. This included
moving their limbs, adjusting their shoulders or attempting to seemore of themagnet
bore, all resulting in small head movements. The extreme motion profile of Figure
4.8b is atypical (approximately 90 pose changes > 8 mm), but is useful for showing
the advantage of high temporal resolution prospective motion correction. The fre-
quent strongmovements combined with the slow cushion recovery meant this subject
was almost continuouslymoving. In both cases the images acquiredwithoutmotion
correction (OFF) are severely corrupted. Temporal smoothing of the filter states is
achieved through the prediction step. By reducing themagnitude of the uncertainty in
the acceleration  p and the angular rate  ! of the local frame, it is possible to reduce
the variance in the position and orientation states at the expense of reduced temporal
response (filter ‘smugness’). The Goertzel filtered 3D pickup coil measurements are
very stable and as a result themeasurement standard deviation could be set to 0.2mm
for  k and 0.15mm for  ? (Equation 4.14), allowing the prediction uncertainties (for all
the data presented) to be set to relatively large values of 20mm3/s3 and 10 degrees/s2
for  p and  ! respectively, while maintaining the precision required to improve image
clarity in the involuntarymotion scans.
4.4 Discussion
This newmethod of combining vector observations of the rate of change of the gradi-
ent field and the static magnetic field provides an efficient, with respect to required
gradient pulse diversity, way of determining position and orientationwithin anMRI
scanner. High enough precisionwas achieved to improve image quality even in still sub-
jects. Themeasurements are also accurate enough tomake the implemented gradient
echo pulse sequence robust tomoderatemotion associated with subject discomfort.
Finally, data were presented that is representative of severe motion, where a vast
improvement in image quality was achieved, although the imagewas not completely
free of motion artefacts.
The extra dimension of gradient spatial/vectorial encoding accessible through the use
of a 3D pickup coil results in the pose of the device being over constrained in the gradi-
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ent frame. To this end a linear Kalman filter was developed to fuse themeasurements
and reduce variance. In the filter design, deviations in the scaling of the measured
vector potentials are explained as a small rotation between the gradient frame z-axis
and direction of the static magnetic field. To explain constant biases a model of the
effects ofmechanicalmisalignment of the gradient axes is introduced. Neither of these
parameters aremeasured directly, but are instead observed by the proposed filter. It
can be appreciated that the actual underlying offsets represented by these states are
challenging tomeasure and validate, because the selectedmechanical offsets would
have no influence on the image encoding and the deviation of the coordinate frames
would result in very small spatial distortions. It is important to note that themechani-
cal bias states have no influence on the interpretation of what has been referred to
as the ‘conventional’ z spatial encoding used for image formation, but insteadmodel
biases of the non-z spatial encoding relative to the z spatial encoding that can not be
explained by a rotation between themagnet and gradient coordinate frames.
In the current implementation the prediction model is mostly used for temporal
smoothing with a naive view of how the filter states evolve. In the prototype de-
sign an inertial measurement unit (IMU)was included specifically with state prediction
in mind, however it was found that the particular digital sensors used were vulnerable
to gradient activations. TheWRAD’s ability to synchronise to the pulse sequence and
detect gradient slews suggests that high bandwidth analogue (or digital with externally
trigger-able ADCs) accelerometers and angular rate sensors could be sampled during
periods of gradient inactivity for improved signal integrity. This sampling scheme has
been successfully implemented with the magnetometer even though the influence
of the gradients on this measurement are very small. Low noise angular rate and ac-
celerationmeasurements will enable more robust bias state estimation (through the
gravity reference) and increased sensitivity (with better state prediction).
TheWRAD hardware can be significantly reduced in size, and with it the size of the
apparatus the subject must wear, because only onemarker is required for orientation
tracking. It is expected that similar performance could be achievedwith a pickup coil
area reduction of 16 times with the same amplifier and filter circuits.
The current pulse sequence insert is very short (880 µs) and has advantages such
as inter-gradient delay estimates and high precision. To extend this technique to be
pseudo self navigating, causes of biases such as angular rate of change and eddy cur-
rents would be need to be considered. With respect to the hardware, these initial
results show that intelligent markers (like the WRAD) could enable plug and play,
cable-free prospectivemotion correction without scanner specific calibration.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Discussion
In this research an easy to usemotionmeasurementmethod has been developed by
taking advantage of low-cost embedded electronics. This has enabled accessible high
temporal resolution prospectivemotion correction using external hardware. A single
small wireless device was designed and constructed that can be attached to a subject
and used immediately to precisely track their pose without any scanner specific cali-
bration. Themost intuitive way to achieve cross-calibration freemotionmeasurement
is to encode the subject position using the gradient fields because they define the
spatial encoding of the image. The fact that the static magnetic field is much stronger
(approximately 10 000 times) than the the gradient fields makesmeasurement of the
gradient spatial encoding difficult. One of themost precise techniques for measuring
magnetic field strength is through nuclear magnetic resonance. MRI scanners are
specifically designed for this purpose, however this entangles the image acquisition
with the pose measurement because NMR requires an RF excitation to create the
signal. NMRmethods also require aminimum of three unique gradient amplitudes to
encode position and give little information about the direction of themagnetic field.
As a result themeasurement of orientation is indirect.
Alternatively, measuring the superposition of magnetic fields within the imaging vol-
ume using the Hall effect was proposed. The Hall effect requires a current carrying
conductor and as a result is more susceptible to thermal noise. This technique is
therefore less precise than NMR, however it is directional. Three, preferably mu-
tually orthogonal, Hall effect sensors therefore enable the precisemeasurement of
the magnetic field direction. It was shown that a vector observation from a three
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axis Hall effect magnetometer can be used as a stable vector reference during image
acquisitions. This is because the gradient activations have a negligible influence on
the direction of the superposition of magnetic fields. Themagnetometer observation
can be combinedwith an observation from three axis accelerometer and angular rate
sensors to precisely determine the orientation of a single small device. This method
is independent of the imaging pulse sequence and accurate enough for prospective
motion correction without scanner specific calibration. The new method (VectOri-
ent) is capable of quantifying orientation directly which enables higher bandwidths (>
300Hz) than existing techniques. This could enable very low latency pulse sequence
updates if direct access to the gradient amplifier mixing wasmade possible. Themea-
surements are robust because there are no limitations on themeasurement range and
the variance is well defined because it is insensitive to external factors. This method
is precise enough to track tiny changes in orientation of the subject’s head that are
likely caused by pressure fluctuations in their carotid arteries [43]. This could be
useful at high field strengths where electrocardiograms (ECG) become less reliable.
There is however a delay in this signal relative to the (ECG) R wave that could be a
challenge for cardiac gatingwhere inter-beat variabilitymakes Rwave prediction from
themovement data challenging. It is however expected that this signal would be useful
in the analysis of BOLD fMRI data of the brain or for binning of data during continuous
cardiac imaging.
To measure patient position using the gradient spatial encoding, the precision limi-
tations of Hall sensors and complexity of NMR approaches were overcome bymea-
suring the rate of change of the gradient magnetic fields. Precise planar coils were
constructed by taking advantage of printed circuit boardmanufacturing techniques.
Three printed circuit boards were designed to fit into each other, allowing a very low
cross-axial sensitivity (0.01%), ensuring accurate measurements of the amplitude and
direction of the change inmagnetic flux vector.
An important factor that still needed to be addressed is synchronisation to the pulse
sequence time domain to allow correct interpretation of the induced voltages. This
was achieved by rectifying the potential induced by the imaging pulse sequence RF
pulses in a small resonant circuit. The high reliability of the RF pulse detection and
2.4 GHz radio link allowed a close to perfect analogue to digital conversion (ADC) and
feedback rate, missing zero packets during almost all of the 3D gradient echo acquisi-
tions presented, each of which contained tens of thousands of lines. The stability of
the RF pulse detectionwas validated to less than amicrosecond by inserting sinusoidal
gradient waveforms into the imaging pulse sequence. The analysis of the voltagewave-
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forms is done in real time and is ready for transmission within a few microseconds
of the last sample point. An added benefit of the sinusoidal pulse sequence series is
that it enables inter gradient delaymeasurements. Thesemeasurements can be used
to address the distortions caused by adjusting the orientation of the field of view in
EPI or non-cartesian pulse sequences. For these sequences data are acquired during
gradient slews. A change in orientation results in a different linear combination of the
gradients eachwith a different lead/lag that modifies the k-space trajectories. This is
especially important when calibration data is required for image reconstruction.
The current pickup coil excitation sequence can be inserted anywhere in the pulse
sequence (independent of RF) and can bemade very short (600 µs) making it suitable
for a variety of pulse sequences. Although sequence independence is attractive there
are advantages to having purpose built gradient pulses. The variance in the motion
detection is independent of the pulse sequence parameters and the waveform design
can be used tomeasure other parameters like inter-gradient delay.
The rate of change of flux is a vector, where the amplitude and direction encode infor-
mation about the pose of the device in the gradient coordinate frame. The vector is
shown to be stable to within 0.1 degrees when sampling a gradient waveform for only
160 µs. Position estimates stable to within 0.1mm are also possible, however, they are
strongly influenced by any biases in the orientationmeasurement. To overcome this
challenge a Kalman filter was developed that tracks bias states that explain deviations
between the over constrained pickup coil andmagnetometer measurements. This fil-
ter can be extended to combine information from different sensors to further improve
robustness. In the current design theRF detection circuit can be easilymodified to be a
wireless active (NMR)marker. Combining the signal obtained from themarker during
the sinusoidal pulses with the current vector observations could be an interesting
extension of the presented Kalman filter.
This new vector based approach to prospectivemotion correction has shown promis-
ing results, improving the average edge strength in all images/volumes irrespective of
howmuch the subject moved. Thosewho are ill depend themost onMRI for the cor-
rect diagnosis, yet they are themost likely tomove. With further miniaturisation and
smarter batterymanagement we believe that this technique couldmake the transition
from the lab to the clinic, where high frequency prospectivemotion correction would
have the largest impact.
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5.2 Futurework
Existing low cost micro-electromechanical (MEMS) sensors are influenced by gradient
activations whichmakes the detection of subtle motion challenging. To this end syn-
chronised sampling of high bandwidth sensors during periods of gradient in-activity
could be a solution. Recent improvements in MEMS technologies have allowed for
the development of high-bandwidth accelerometers capable of detectingmechanical
vibrations for audio recording which would bewell suited to this application.
The electronics developed in this work are not limited tomeasuring signals relating to
the subject’s pose and can be used in a variety of other applications that would benefit
from accurate synchronisation to the gradient activations, especially when combining
MRI with positron emission tomography, electroencephalography or ultrasound. A
current restriction on the minimummarker size is related to the size of the battery,
however the energy usage is small (120mW).With a design optimised for size, similar
dimensions to existing optical markers (15 mm x 15 mm) should be possible with a
battery life of approximately 3 hours. Alternatively, wireless power transfer could be
explored. 11Wpower transfer has been achievedwith a decoupled coil operating at
10MHz [44], however this does increase the complexity of theMR hardware set-up
andminiaturisationmay be challenging. The ‘passive’ nature of an energy harvesting
approach is however attractive, and could help in translating this method to a clinical
setting.
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Appendix A
Using the earth’s gravitational field to
update the orientation state.
TheWRAD includes a 3 axis accelerometer whichmeasures the acceleration of the
WRAD frame (Gal) and a constant bias acceleration (Gab, predominantly due to the
earth’s gravitational field) in the local frame:
La = LGR
 
Gab + Gal
 
(A.1)
as in Van Niekerk, Van Der Kouwe, and Meintjes [38] the earth’s gravitational field
(g) can be assumed to lie normal to the scanner bed, which due to the scanner’s con-
struction is closely aligned to the gradient y-axis. Due to slight magnetism of the
micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) sensor we also expect a slight bias (as) in
the direction of the static magnetic field so that:
Gab = g + GMR
Mas = g
0B@01
0
1CA+ GMRa
0B@00
1
1CA , (A.2)
The high frequency gradient disturbances of the accelerometer are of a similar mag-
nitude to the small accelerations the subject is likely to undergo, both with a mean
value of 0. We therefore incorporate both of these terms into the uncertainty (wa) of
themeasurement rather than attempting tomodel them. As with the pickup poten-
tial measurement, it is beneficial to transform the acceleration observation into the
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intermediate reference frame (M
0 ·):
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A light-weight update equation for the z-axis orientation state (n) is then possible
using the perpendicular component of the rotated acceleration vector measurement:
a?(x, y)
g
= Han =
 
0  1
1 0
!
n (A.4)
The accelerometer uncertainty is modelled as normally distributed Gaussian noise
with covariancematrix:
⌃a =  
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(A.5)
